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ABSTRACT

Assimilation has long been the driving force behind the
federal governments policies relating to Americeui Indians.
The termination and relocation policies of the 1950s and
1960s exemplify government actions in this area. As a direct
result of these two policies there was an influx of American
Indians into urbem areas. Abandoned by the federal
government and facing competition from other minority groups
for state services, American Indians began to develop their
own service organizations. Urban Indian community centers,
many pan-Indian by necessity due to the numerous tribes
present in each urban community, were some of the first
organizations created. These organizations provided
services, support, and a cultural haven. This thesis reviews
the history of these policies and their impact on American
Indians and concludes with an analysis of research done at
the American Indian Community House, New York City, which
examines the contemporary role of community centers in urban
areas.
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Introduction
"Congress always wants to do away with
paternalism.
So it has a policy designed to do
away with Indians.
If there are no Indians,
there cannot be any paternalism (Deloria 1969,
pp. 14)."

The assimilation of American Indians into mainstream
society has been a top objective of the United States Federal
Government for over one hundred years. Assimilation refers
to the process when a distinct cultural group is engulfed by
a larger dominant society whereby they loose their cultural
identity and become an indistinguishable component of the
Icirger society. The assimilation process can also refer to
individuals who relinquish their cultural identities. Forced
or covert assimilation techniques are generally ineffective
because groups or individuals have to want to give up their
identity for assimilation to occur. You can not force or
trick someone into giving up their identity. The federal
government has been working toward the assimilation of
American Indians as a means to end their special relationship
with, and thus their responsibilities toward, different
American Indian groups. If American Indians become just
Americans the government believes it can end its special
treaty based relationship with them. In doing so the
government would be able to save a great deal of money.
Since the conclusion of World War II the federal
government has increased its efforts to assimilate American
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Indians. During this time. Termination and Relocation
represented the main agents employed by the United States
government. These policies, along with the Indian Claims
Commission, were based, in part, on the assumption by some
policy makers that the government had been holding American
Indians down and that they no longer needed the government's
paternalistic assistance. Termination functioned as an agent
of assimilation by attempting to remove the physical
boundaries between Indian people and the rest of society. By
removing the physical boundaries, the reservations, the
government hoped Indian people would be forced to assimilate
into the communities around them. To further aid this
process, termination also advocated the withdrawal of federal
funding to certain tribes. It was assumed State agencies
would step in and take over these programs. American Indians
would be treated as any other group within a state and would
be eligible for the same services.
Relocation, although never cui official policy, removed
thousands of American Indians from their reservations by
relocating them to urban areas. Relocation was, therefore,
the process of individual termination. Once an American
Indian left the reservation he was no longer federally
recognized as an Indian and therefore no longer eligible for
federal support. The idea behind this was, once again,
forced assimilation. In order to survive in the new urban
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environment an American Indiem would have to use the state
services available to all Americans.
Those American Indians involved relocation found
themselves, for the most part, cibandoned in their new
environments. As a result, nearly all had serious problems
adjusting to the urban environment. Without their
traditional support systems and forced into competition with
other minority groups for state services, American Indians
began to seek the support of other Indieui people, regeurdless
of tribal affiliation. An increase awareness of "Indian"
issues evolved from these new relationships. For many
American Indians this increased awareness led to the
acceptance of a pan-Indian identity. This is not to say
these people abeindoned their tribal identities in favor of a
pan-Indian one, most incorporated the two. During this time
many American Indians came together to form pan-Indian
organizations as a way of dealing with the numerous issues
facing urban Indians. These organizations, like Indiein
operated community centers, helped ease many American Indians
adjustment from reservation life to city life while allowing
those involved to maintain their distinctive identity as
American Indians.
Another response to the growing sense of pem-Indianism
and the "Indian struggle" was the formation of American
Indian protest groups. These groups focussed on the issues
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facing almost all Indian people, poverty, poor health,
discrimination, denial of treaty rights, and forced
assimilation, to name a few. Militant activist, or direct
action groups, soon followed as Americeux Indians entered
their own civil rights struggle in the late 1960s euid early
1970s.
Today, with more than half of their population in urban
areas, American IndieUis are faced with a number of cultural
concerns, including their continueed struggle against
assimilation. It is my hypothesis that cultural centers are
working today, as they did in the past, to create a safe
haven for Indian identity. Where Indian people could easily
become overwhelmed in large urban areas these centers provide
a place where they can come together and build a new support
system customized for city living.
This paper tracks the movement of American Indians
through the governments policies on termination and
relocation to urban areas, and will examine the results of
that movement in an attempt to understand what role Indian
community centers play in urban areas. In order to test the
hypotheses that: urban Indians are forced to abandon some
aspects of their traditional cultures (i.e. land and
traditional support systems;) urban community centers provide
a safe haven for Indian identity; that they create a new
support system, and that they are a vital component of the
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urban Indian community; research was conducted at the
American Indian Community House in New York City. The
findings and interpretation of this research are presented in
the last portion of this paper.
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World War II
"When death seemed near, the wailing death songs
from the Indian warriors could be heard once
again across battlefields amidst the gunfire and
shelling (Fixico 1986, pp. 5)."

The period surrounding World War II represented a time
of major change for American Indian societies. Not only did
an estimated 25,000 American Indians serve in the military
during the war, 90 percent having joined voluntarily, but
another 50,000 worked in war related industries including
factories and on the railroad (Fixico 1986, pp. 4, 7, & 6).
In fact, "World War II produced a greater outpouring of
Indians from the reservations than at any previous time in
history (Waddell 1973, pp. 6)." After the war many American
Indians returned to the reservation with a much broader world
view than they had left with. Transition from reservation
life to the life of a soldier proved, in many instances, to
be less difficult than the transition back to reservation
life. Many American Indians adapted relatively easily to
life as a soldier due to the substeindard living conditions
they faced on the reservation. One American Indian commented
jokingly, "The Marines was a snap. When other people were
complaining, I was used to it 'cause I'd been on the
reservation (Fixico 1986, pp. 6)."
Upon returning from war, however, many veterans faced a
difficult period of readjustment to reservation life. As a
result.
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meiny Indian veterans returned home briefly, realized
they would not be happy in what now seemed too
restrictive an environment, emd after visiting relatives
left to find work outside the reservation (Deloria 1984,
pp. 190).
Those American Indians who had worked in the war industry
also faced the problems of readjustment emd they too stcurted
to leave the reservations. So began the exodus to the
cities.
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Termination
"Always the desire of the United States has been
that the Indian would become more like us, that
is like the predominant culture, or, failing
this, that he would at least become enough like
us so that he could live among us without giving
us a guilty conscience (Tyler 1964, pp. iii)."

With most of the government's attention and funding
directed toward the war effort, the 1940s were a perfect time
for the mobilization of the assimilationists latest concern,
termination. Although termination had roots in allotment, it
was not until the 1940s that it took shape as an independent
policy. As a descendant of allotment, termination was also
geared toward ending the federal-Indian relationship by
assimilating American Indians. Terminationists were those
people who believed the federal government was inhibiting
Indians ability to become full-fledged American citizens.
They felt it was important to desegregate Indian communities
by eliminating reservations and creating something akin to
counties for Indian communities. In addition, the
appropriation of federal services by states would, in the
minds of terminationists, be the final step before full
adoption of citizenship, and all the responsibilities and
privileges associated with it, by American Indians. The
goals of terminationists specifically included:
the end of treaty obligations to the tribes
settlement of outstanding tribal claims against the
federal government
liquidation of tribal trust funds
• disenfranchisement of tribal governments
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integration of all tribal lands into the larger
commercial economy (Olson 1984, pp. 143)
It is not surprising to find most American Indians were
extremely opposed to this policy. Not only did it stress
assimilation but it also went against the ideals of the
Indian New Deal. In fact, "in everything that it
represented, termination threatened the very core of American
Indian existence - its culture (Fixico 1986, pp. 183)." The
end of the federal-Indian relationship suggests desegregation
and desegregation suggests assimilation.
The first phase of the termination process was to
disassemble the reservations. Logically it followed that
without the reservations American Indians would be forced
into the mainstream society. Coupled with this would be the
gradual withdrawal of federal services and the dismantling of
the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA). Supporters of
termination reasoned that once American Indians were
assimilated there would no longer be any need for the Bureau
of Indian Affairs. It mattered little that tribal
sovereignty would also be dismantled through this process as
the main goal of termination was to "integrate Indians into
the white communities of their residents states (O'Brien
1989, pp. 83)" and to afford the Indians the opportunity and
ability to "assume their roles as full citizen of the United
States (Fixico 1986, pp. 184)." Not all American Indians
opposed termination as an ideal, although few were pleased
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with the end result even if they had originally been
supporters.
Many Americein Indians who supported termination were
mixed bloods or those who were already more acculturated than
the traditional Indians who generally opposed the policy.
Some viewed termination as a way to free themselves from the
paternalistic dealings of the federal government. Still
others felt it would aid in their quest to improve their
standeurd of living, giving them a better chance to compete
with mainstream society. They claimed that, "weurdship had
hindered their individual progress in business and that they
desired to live as non-Indians (Fixico 1986, pp. 98)." Few
were prepared, though, for the actual enormity of the
consequences involved with termination. At the same time,
while some American Indians were ready for termination,
others in their tribe were staunchly opposed to it and, as it
was, termination would necessarily affect all those in a
tribe.
Acting Indian Commissioner William Zimmerman really got
the termination ball rolling when, in 1947, he was requested
to evaluate the condition of tribes in relation to their
ability to sustain themselves without federal assistance
(Deloria 1983, pp. 16). As a result, the Zimmerman Plan was
developed. Under this plan tribes were separated into three
categories, "depending on his [Zimmerman's] perception of
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their readiness for withdrawal of federal trust status
(Fixico 1986, pp. 33)." Ziimnemian used four criteria to
determine into which category a tribe fit. They were as
follows:
• degree of acculturation
• economic resources emd condition of the tribe
• willingness of the tribe to be relieved of federal
control
• willingness of state to take over (Tyler 1964, pp.
31)
Tribes were categorized as immediately ready, ready within
ten years, and not ready for termination within the
foreseeable future (Deloria 1984, pp. 189). Unfortunately,
although, "Zimmermem regcurded Indian consent and
understcinding as among the important factors to be
considered, (Deloria 1969, pp. 57)" terminationists, caught
up in their good intentions, sometimes neglected this aspect
of the Zimmerman plan. This was, without a doubt, the
beginning of the termination process in earnest.
The next stage in termination was the attempt to reduce
federal funding for American Indians. In an effort to
accomplish this the Hoover Task Force of 1948 suggested that,
"the states should begin to assume responsibility for most of
the services the federal government was providing for Indians
(Deloria 1984, pp. 192)."

This concept frustrated American

Indians who believed their federal relationship was secured
through treaties. They worried that states would be more
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concerned with obtaining Indian lands theui caring for Indian
needs. This fear was not wholly unfounded as states had been
petitioning for more control over Indian land and resources
since the allotment policy in the late 1800s.
In March 1950 Dillon S. Myer was appointed the
Commissioner of the Bureau of Indian Affairs. The fact that
Myer had previously directed the War Relocation Authority was
not reassuring to anti-terminationists and they soon found
their fecurs well founded. Myer operated the Bureau of Indian
Affairs with the same iron fist he had the Relocation
Authority and in doing so he had little time to worry about
the desires of the American Indians whose lives he was
attempting to dictate. In 1952 Myers clarified his position
regarding termination when he stated,
I realize that it will not be possible always to obtain
Indian cooperation. We must proceed even though Indian
cooperation may be lacking in certain cases (Deloria
1983, pp. 17).
It was Commissioner Myer's belief the best way to prepare
tribes for termination was to withdraw their federal support
system. Only then would they be ready to "enjoy the
privileges and rights guaranteed in the United States
Constitution (Fixico 1986, pp. 69)."
Myer was against segregation of services for American
Indians as he felt these programs hampered their ability to
become independent. Indian schools, clinics, and tribal
governments are examples of such services Myers felt needed
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to be dissolved. According to his way of thinking, "such
institutions segregated the Indieui population from the rest
of society, thereby hindering their progress toward becoming
middle-class Americans (Fixico 1986, pp. 72)." Never once
did Myer stop to question whether or not this was what the
American Indian population wanted. He assumed Indians must
desire a better life and felt by emulating the white
population they would find one. Clearly it was a case of the
best intentions being blind to the actual desire of the
people involved.
Myer's quest was aided in no small part by a Senator
from Utah who "pictured himself the Great Emancipator of the
Indian people (Stefon 1978, pp. 8)." Senator Arthur V.
Watkins was convinced that the reservation held American
Indian people hostage and believed that these bounds needed
to be removed for Indians to be competitive with the rest of
America. As a conservative Republican and Mormon, "Watkins
believed that everyone should achieve their goals without
government assistance, regardless of circumstances (Fixico
1986, pp. 93)." He had little sympathy or patience for
American Indian groups that wanted to maintain their identity
and sovereignty for he could not understand why anyone would
not want to take part in the American ideal. His lack of
cultural understanding and sensitivity made him a good
companion to Myer in the eyes of terminationists.
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Tribal sovereignty and Indian identity, in general,
seemed to be coming to an immediate end when House Concurrent
Resolution 108 was adopted in 1953. This can be seen in the
wording of the resolution:
Whereas it is the policy of Congress, as rapidly as
possible, to make the Indians within the territorial
limits of the United States subject to the same laws and
entitled to the same privileges and responsibilities as
are applicable to other citizens of the United States,
and to end their status as wards of the United States,
and to grant them all the rights and prerogatives
pertaining to American citizenship; and whereas the
Indians within the territorial limits of the United
States should assume their full responsibilities as
American citizenship (Fixico 1986, pp.. 93 - 94).
American Indians were incensed at the lack of influence they
had over their own affairs and many fecired H.C.R. 108 was
truly the end of their cultural identities, not to mention
their reservations. The Americcin Indians in question,
however, were not alone in their fight against termination.
The National Congress of American Indians (NCAI) had been
formed in 1944 with the express purpose of protecting and
representing American Indians in their struggle to remain
distinct cultural entities. In 1954 the NCAI met to discuss
termination in an attempt to gain support for the rights of
American Indians. The results of their eight week session in
Washington DC. were positive and, "the NCAI was able to
develop sufficient political pressure to curtail the hearings
that year [1954], before more tribes were pressured to accept
termination legislation (Deloria 1984, pp. 194)." As a
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result, only six of the thirteen tribes slated for
termination through H.C.R. 108 actually had their trust
status withdrawn. This, as American Indiein people would soon
find, was only a short reprieve from the pressures of
termination.
Passed only weeks after H.C.R. 108, Public Law 280 was
the newest termination nightmare for most American Indians.
Public Law 280, enacted August 15, 1953, was "a reform
measure that called for liberating the tribes from federal
trust dependence and placing them under state jurisdiction
(Fixico 1986, pp. 111)." California, Nebraska, Minnesota,
Oregon, and Wisconsin were the states specified by P.L. 280
as those who would take over civil and criminal Indian
affairs within their boundaries. The Red Lake Reservation in
Minnesota, the Warm Spring Reservation in Oregon, and the
Menominee Reservation in Wisconsin were the only American
Indian groups in these states to escape this legislation. As
many groups feared, P.L. 280 brought about a reduction in
services to American Indiem groups within affected states.
This was due to the inexperience of states in dealing with
Indian issues and a general lack of extra funding that the
states would need. Since most tribes did not posses extra
funds to supplement state programs, many programs were cut
and tribes found themselves worse off for the transition from
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federal to state jurisdiction. Tribes also displayed
inexperience in dealing with states smd as a result;
learning the system of applying for state services while
trying to assimilate into mainstream society, especially
when conflicts existed between local and tribal
interests, was too much to ask of a people who had
leaomed to become dependent upon the federal government
for over a century (Fixico 1986, pp. 133).
The termination period climaxed in 1954 when Congress
experienced a barrage of termination bills. It was during
this year the Menominee came under pressure to accept
termination. The Menominee were seen as financially
independent and mostly assimilated with many of its members
already living among surrounding white communities.
Eventually the Menominee voted for termination under pressure
from the government. They were told they would not receive
their $8.5 million from the US Court of Claims unless they
agreed to be terminated (Olson 1984, pp. 147). President
Eisenhower signed the Menominee Termination Bill in June 1954
and congratulated the Menominees on taking their place among
the citizens of America (Fixico 1986, pp. 114). It was not
until 1961 the termination of the Menominee Tribe was
official, it had taken them seven years to prepeure for actual
termination. Once terminated the Menominee found themselves
nearly helpless. In fact, "after having endured a century
under the paternal wing of the federal government,
unaccustomed liberation left the Menominees in a precarious,
vulnerable position (Fixico 1986, pp. 115)." Although the
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Menominee had voted for termination and had taken seven years
to prepcure for it, the reality of being terminated was more
than they had bargained for.
Immediately after termination the Menominee found
themselves facing enormous expenses they were not previously
responsible for such as housing, health Ccire and
transportation. To cover these cost the Menominee were
forced to make their members buy the land they lived on
meiking many, if not most, families in need of welfare. In
reality, "termination had reduced the Menominees to a state
of desperate poverty and ill health (Olson 1984, pp. 149)."
All in all termination of the Menominee created the opposite
affect it was supposed to. Now more than ever the Menominee
people had to seek assistance to survive, thus thwarting the
government's plan of saving money.
Even in the face of such termination failures as the
Menominee, terminationists pressed on, convinced termination
really was the key to cutting federal spending. They still
believed that termination would offer those tribes selfsufficiency and independence. In reality, however, "the
final versions of the bills they passed gave the tribes
neither access to nor control over their property (Deloria
1984, pp. 193)." Termination supporters believed termination
to be a welcome relief to tribes that would unburden them of
the paternalistic shackles of the federal government. Of
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course, in assuming this they not only ignored the desires of
most tribes but they ignored the outcome and fate of those
tribes that had been subjected to termination.
This enthusiasm for termination was, however, coming to
a slow end and in 1956 President Eisenhower declared that
henceforth no tribe would be terminated without their
approval. While this slowed the terminationists movement it
did not stop it entirely. Teminationists still found many
ways to persuade tribes into termination, usually looking to
those people in a tribe who might request it. It was not
hard to find a community where the traditional American
Indians refused to vote on termination leaving those in favor
free to win tribal elections by narrow margins. It was not
until 1958 that the Secretary of the Interior Fred Scaton
denounced termination strategists when he stated;
no Indian Tribe or group should end its relationship
with the federal government unless such a Tribe or group
has clearly demonstrated - first, that it understands
the plan under which such a program would go forward,
and second, that the Tribe or group affected concurs in
and supports the plan proposed (Stefon 1978, pp. 10).
While this did not end the termination period, it did make it
more difficult for tribes to be pressured into accepting
termination they were not ready for. Overall, 60 American
Indian groups were terminated between 1953 and 1962 (Olson
1984, pp. 146).
In 1970 President Nixon declared the end of termination.
Overall the termination policy can be considered a failure
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for the federal government because it was unable to meet its
own goal of reduced federal spending. Vine Deloria Jr.
outlined the basic consequences of terminated tribes as the
following;
fundamental change in land ownership patterns
• trust relationship was ended
• state legislative jurisdiction was imposed
state judicial authority was imposed
• exemption from state teucing power was ended
special federal programs to tribes were discontinued
• special federal programs to individual Indians were
discontinued
• tribal sovereignty was effectively ended (Deloria
1983, pp. 20).
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Indian Claimg

^.ssion

"Why must we buy America from the Indians all
over again? - Republican Congressman (Fizico
1986, pp. 30)."

The Indian Claims Commission of 1946 was related to the
termination policy. This Commission was formed to give
American indiein tribes a last chance to settle with the
government for past wrongdoing. Tribes could sue the
government for monetary compensation for land they felt had
been taken frcnn them unlawfully. 852 such cases were heard
by the Commission in its first five years (Fixico 1986, pp.
31). While the efforts of the Commission seem to contradict
the stated policy of the time, to reduce federal spending, it
was seen as a way to wipe the slate clean of all past
injustices. Once this was accomplished Commission supporters
believed termination could proceed unhindered. By settling
past claims against the federal government supporters of the
Commission hoped to "financially liberate Native Americans
from depending on federal programs implemented during the
Collier years (Fixico 1986, pp. 27)." It was reasoned that,
once tribes received compensation they would have the
resources to support themselves

eind

would no longer need to

rely on the federal government. It was a pay now or continue
paying forever attitude that did not sit well with some
congressmen. In general, however, the Commission was well
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supported and by the time the Commission was dissolved in
1978 it had awcirded a total of $669 million to tribes.
Unfortunately, the federal government misjudged this
program. The financial independence they were hoping to give
the tribes was generally short lived. Few tribes had
experience mcuiaging large sums of money and those tribes that
received per capita payments were unable to build a stcdsle
economic base for the group as a whole. State tcixes and
other expenses tribes had not been subject to before
termination also hindered their eibility to become financially
independent. Many tribes, like the Menominee for example,
had to turn back to the federal government for support even
after receiving their Claims Commission settlement money.
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Relocation
"The sooner we can get Indians into cities the
sooner the government can get out of the Indian
business - Senator Arthur V. Hatkins (Bahr 1972,
pp. 409)."

Along side termination and the Indian Claims Commission,
tha federal government used relocation to continue pressuring
American Indians toward the government's ultimate goal of
assimilation. The concept behind relocation was simple, it
was to "relocate Native Americeuis from economically marginal
reservations or small allotments to jobs

emd

housing in the

cities (Olson 1984, pp. 150)." The desired effect of this
action was to be twofold, first there would be the breakdown
of tribal communities emd next there would be assimilation by
necessity. It was widely believed if Indian communities no
longer existed, because members were spread across the
country in urban areas, then what choice did Indians have but
to assimilate into a new community? At least this was the
logic of the federal government. As usual, however, American
Indians did not conform to this ideal as readily as the
government had anticipated. Apparently, according to
government standards, they were still too attached to their
cultural identities.
Relocation of American Indians was not an entirely new
concept and, in fact, the boarding school "can well be
considered the first individual "relocation" effort of the
Indian Bureau (Waddell 1973, pp. 3)." Richard Pratt, the
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"Father" of the boarding school system, can be seen as the
original proponent of relocation as a step toward
assimilation. In terms of the boarding schools,
Pratt's approach was simple: individuals of any race
were solely the products of their environment and could
be transformed by immersion in a new environment.(Harmon
1990, pp. 111).
According to Pratt, "color amounts to nothing. The fact that
they are born Indians does not amount to anything (Harmon
1990, pp. 111)." In addition, many job placement programs
created by the BIA in the 1930s were especially focused on
finding job opportunities for boeurding school graduates
(Cornell 1988, pp. 130).
The focus of relocation was the same as that of
termination, the assimilation of American Indians and the
reduction of federal spending. Both policies were based on
the idea that a brecikdown of tribal communities would force
American Indians to rescind their tribal identities for a
broader American identity. In fact, "relocation amounted to
individual termination since Native Americans no longer
qualified for federal services once off the reservation (Burt
1986, pp. 88)." It is not surprising, therefore, that
relocation had many of the same supporters termination had,
including Senator Watkins from Utah.
World War II veterans were some of the first American
Indians to undergo this new phase of relocation. Having just
come from living and working with, and in, the mainstream
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culture many veterans found the prospect of living on their
reservations unappealing. Not only were jobs still feu: and
few between, many veterems now felt alienated from their
traditional culture. As a result, they were good candidates
for relocation. Through their service in the wsu: effort they
had become accustomed not only to dealing with whites but
also to dealing with the mainstream culture at leurge. Acting
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Barton Greenwood, "advised
that these people be moved as far as possible from their
original communities to prevent them from returning easily to
their homelands (Fixico 1986, pp. 134)." Fortunately for
veterans, because of their previous exposure to the
mainstream, they had a better chance for success as
relocatees than many of the people who came straight from the
reservations.
Relocation as a structured policy stsurted to take form
in the late 1940s when a severe blizzard crippled the Navajo
and Hopi reservations. The federal government stepped in
with emergency aid but found that was not enough. The
emergency situation created by the blizzard of 1947 - 48
compelled "the federal government to take one more step in
establishing a job placement program, which laid the
foundation for the relocation program (Fixico 1986, pp.
134)." Initially this program, called the Leibor Recruitment
and Welfare Program, trained American Indians from both the
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Navajo and Hopi reservations for placement in Denver, Los
Angeles, Phoenix, and Salt Lake City (Olson 1984, pp. 152).
With the apparent success of this pilot program, the
Hoover Commission "called for an ambitious relocation program
to drain surplus labor off the reservations, and in 1949 - 50
the BIA established urban job bureaus for Native Americans
(Olson 1984, pp. 152)." Once again assimilation was seen as
the best way to solve the "Indian problem." As the Bureau of
Indian Affairs expanded the relocation program to include all
Tribes, Field Relocation Offices were opened in Chicago,
Oakland, San Jose, Dallas, and Cleveland by the end of 1951
(Cornell 1988, pp. 130). By 1956 Offices had also been
opened in San Francisco, St. Louis, Oklahoma City, and Tulsa
(Fixico 1986, pp. 138). The Indian Vocational Training Act,
Public Law 959, passed in 1956 aided the BIA in its
relocation efforts. This Act provided funds for three main
programs; the Vocational Training program, the Direct
Employment Program, and the On-the-Job Training Program
(Stauss 1973, pp. 154). In order "to obtain training
[Indians] had to relocate to urban areas (O'Brien 1989, pp.
86)." Although some of these vocational training courses
were offered near reservations, most were in urban areas were
relocatees would eventually get jobs. In 1957, Adult
Vocational Training programs could be found in Denver,
Albuquerque, San Francisco, Dallas, Los Angeles, Oklahoma
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City, Tulsa, and Chicago. Altogether around 35,000 American
Indians had been relocated to these cities by 1960 (Olson
1984, pp. 152). Not all of the relocatees stayed in their
new urbeui environments, although there is a difference of
opinion on just how many actually returned home. According
to the BIA only three out of ten American Indians returned
home between 1953 and 1957 (Fixico 1986, pp. 149). Other
less optimistic accounts, however, say that three American
Indians returned home for every four that stayed in their
relocation city (Bahr 1972, pp. 315). It was thought at the
time that "the returnee rate might be reduced by more
training, a better attack on alcoholism, better health
care..., improved job counseling, and improved urban
facilities (Brinker 1974, pp. 145)." As time went on the
return rate for relocatees did, in fact, lessen. This can be
attributed to an increased awareness of the problems that
faced the relocatees by the government and an attempt to
improve such situations.
In 1962 the Voluntary Relocation Program was expanded to
include placing American Indians in jobs on or near
reservations. The Employment Assistance Program, as it was
renamed, had a very specific set of goals. These included:
• to develop employment opportunities for Indian people
with some degree of skill who are employable but
unable to find jobs
• make availcUsle institutional training for all Indian
boarding school and public school graduates who do
not plan to or cannot go on to higher education
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• to provide on-the-job training for the unskilled to
met the labor demands of the increased industrial
development occurring on or near Indian reservations
* to provide vocational counseling and guidance to the
unemployed or underemployed reservation Indians
to pcurticipate in community development progreuns on
the reservation and to provide work orientation and
motivation (Bahr 1972, pp. 408).
In order to realize the goals of its relocation policy, the
federal government found itself funding Americcin Indian
education more than ever. Ironically while the goal of both
termination and relocation was to cut back and eventually
eliminate federal funding for American Indians, this Program,
along with relocation itself, increased federal funding
dramatically. In fact, in 1965 alone the Bureau of Indian
Affairs spent eleven and a half million dollars on relocation
(Cornell 1988, pp. 131).
To understcind the high cost of relocation, one must
understand the effort involved in relocating a person from
the reservation to an urban area. It involved considerably
more than a bus ticket. Relocation began at the reservation
with an application. This application was reinforced by
reports submitted by the police, health services, welfare
services, and any education agencies that applicant had been
involved with (Bahr 1972, pp. 432). Vocational training was
offered to most individuals and, once prepared for a job, a
location was selected. Usually applicants, the majority of
whom were young men, were given a choice of destination.
Once a destination was chosen the BIA arranged and paid for
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transportation costs for the applicant and the applicant's
family if there was one. The BIA also paid for shipping the
applicant's property to their new location (Waddell 1973, pp.
124). An apartment would be found for the applicant in the
urban area and the BIA paid for the first months rent and
expenses (Fixico 1986, pp. 136).
The applicant was then assigned a social worker who set
up a series of
orientation and counseling sessions to cover such
subjects as the use of buses, personal appeeurance,
medical insurance plems and the nature of the social
climate of the city (Waddell 1973, pp. 124 - 5).
Many times these social workers would give relocatees aleunn
clocks as well, and stress to them the importance of being on
time. Some relocatees were also given "free medical care for
one year, and a thirty-day subsistence allowance (Olson 1984,
pp. 152)." After the first month, however, many relocatees
were left to fend for themselves in, what was to most, a
completely foreign environment. It is not altogether
surprising, therefore, that many relocatees were overwhelmed
by the culture shock and chose to return home.
A majority of relocatees were involved in seasonal leibor
where layoffs were common. Even those relocatees who had
received vocational training found themselves placed in low
paying jobs. Here they were subject to racism and
discrimination that translated in to "receiving the lowest
wages for the dirtiest, most onerous work (Matthiessen 1983,
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pp. 36)." Low wages and layoffs contributed to the
relocatees uncertainty in the city were the bills seemed to
keep piling up. Often forced to move from their original BIA
located apartments due to lack of funds, relocatees found
themselves living in conditions that rivaled the
reservations.
Criticism of the relocation program was, especially in
the early years, as varied as it was common. The following
is a list of the most frequent complaints logged against the
relocation program between 1952 and 1956:
elected tribal officials are not given an opportunity
to share in administration of the program and protect
Indieui rights
the best young Indians are the ones who relocate, and
the tribes lose their potential leadership
relocated Indians do not receive copies of papers
they sign and do not know what tribal rights they
have relinquished
the Bureau's meiximum figures for relocations from a
given reservation in any year are really quotas which
must be filled
relocation is proceeding too rapidly for the size of
the relocation staffs and the ability of relocation
cities to absorb newcomers
City Relocation Offices place Indian families in
slum housing
• City relocation Offices have inadequate follow-up
procedures, and terminate social services to
relocated families too quickly
• City Relocation offices refuse to give names of newly
arrived Indians to churches and local Indian centers
(Madigem 1956, pp. 8 - 9 ) .
Admittedly, there were those who succeeded in the urban
setting, many of whom had prior experiences with such an
environment. Veterans and those American Indians who had
worked in cities during the war years "had a much better
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chance of succeeding in relocation than reservation Indians
who had never left their rural communities (Fixico 1986, pp.
147)." For most Americem Indians, whether they succeeded or
not, relocation was a traumatic experience.
It is estimated that by 1970 over 100,000 American
Indians had been relocated to urban areas (Waddell 1973, pp.
7). Not all of those relocatees received federal assistance
as it is generally assiamed that, "for every two Indian
families receiving Bureau assisteuice in relocating, at least
one relocates on its own, influenced by the presence in a
particular city of friends or relatives who participated in
the BIA program (Waddell 1973, pp. 7 - 8)." The ultimate
outcome of relocation can be found in the fact that at least
half, if not more, of American Indians live in urban areas
today.
Relocation was an aspect of termination whereby the
federal government hoped to accelerate the assimilation
process by removing American Indians from their cultural
enclaves. For the most part, however, these assimilation
efforts failed as;
Indians came to the city seeking work, not to become
white men, nor to stop being Indians. If comparable job
opportunities at home were available, it is probable
that more than seventy-five percent of Indians who have
relocated would choose to return to their reservations
as soon as possible (Ablon 1965, pp. 365).
Termination and relocation failed in their most basic
goals, to assimilate American Indians and rid the need of
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federal funding. Although "termination has been described as
the "legal process of depriving and Indian of his Indianness" (Stefon 1978, pp. 3), American Indians still exist
today with distinct identities despite the best governmental
efforts. Vine Deloria Jr. expressed his views on termination
when he wrote;
during the years of termination, no matter how many
tribes were being terminated the BIA kept adding
employees. Since the thrust of termination was to cut
government expenditures, the continual hiring of
additional people led Indians to believe that such was
not the real purpose. The rumor began that the BIA was
phasing out Indians and would henceforth provide
services only for its own employees (Deloria 1969, pp.
156).
The policies of termination, the Indian Claims
Commission, and relocation all had one ultimate goal,
assimilation. The termination policy sought to remove the
physical boundaries that separated Indian people from
mainstream society while withdrawing government support. The
Indian Claims Commission attempted to prepare tribes for
termination and assimilation by offering them an economic
base from which they could, in theory, be cible to support
their community. Relocation worked in conjunction with
termination and the Indian Claims Commission by removing
American Indians from their land base and eliminating federal
services to those removed. The federal government believed
that these steps were all that was necessary for the
integration of Indians into the dominant society. Although
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the federal government succeeded in physically getting
American Indi2ms into mainstream society they did not succeed
in assimilating them.
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Urbanization
"The Federal Governnent, in spite of all its
hopes, has basically accomplished nothing more
than a transfer of the crisis from the
reservation to the urban setting, where the same
problems of disorientation in white society, poor
health, poverty, and limited opportunities from
employment are compounded by the absence of the
federal support given to Indians on the
reservation (US 6PO 1976, pp. 23)."

By 1970 45% of the American Indian population lived in
urban areas. This was a 29% increase from 1950 and a 17%
increase from 1960 (Simmons 1977, pp. 76). That percent
continued to increase and by the mid 1980s more than half of
all American Indians lived in cities. This dramatic increase
in urban Indian population not only followed the trend in the
country for urban migration but exceeded it by over 100%
(Cornell 1988, pp. 131). In 1970 the largest American Indian
populations could be found in Los Angeles, Tulsa, OkleUioma
City, San Francisco-Oakland, Phoenix, New York, MinneapolisSt. Paul, Seattle-Everett, Tucson, and Chicago in that order
(Bahr 1979, pp. 53). Los Angeles County, California has
always had by far the largest urban American Indian
population. In 1975 approximately 45,000 American Indians
lived there (Price 1975, pp. 36).
By the 1960s it would appear the federal government was
content to sit back and watch the assimilation of the Indians
into the mainstream society. To the federal government,
assimilation seemed the most likely outcome of urban
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migration because the "sink or swim" conditions of the cities
would finally force Indians to give up their own identities
to survive. In an effort to make sure American Indians were
on their own "the Federal Government cibsolves itself from
responsibility when the Indian leaves the reservation, and
then the State and local governments deny services when the
Indian arrives (US GPO 1976, pp. 3)." It is not surprising,
therefore, that may American Indians felt lost and betrayed
in their new communities.
While the federal government spent millions of dollars
relocating American Indians to urban areas it "totally
ignored social and recreational programs. As a result of
this, a large percentage of Indians have returned to their
reservations homesick and disillusioned (Woods Oct. 1971, pp.
83)." Government abandonment was coupled with isolation in a
continued attempt to force American Indians to assimilate.
Indians were purposefully scattered throughout cities during
the relocation period in order to prevent the formation of
support groups that would allow them to maintain their
separate identities. The government's policy of dispersion
coupled with the fact that
city Indians come from many different tribes with
different languages and cultures and frequently do not
feel much 'consciousness of kind' with Indians from
other tribes, (Stauss, pp. 246)
created very few Indian residential enclaves.
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Estrangement from culture euid isolation from family and
friends were only the beginning of problems for American
Indians in the city. Money problems/ the lack of social
services, and discrimination were some of the other most
common problems. Crowds, pollution, poor living conditions,
and a new legal system also added their weight to the
overwhelming burden carried by urban Indians. American
Indians who were new to the urbcui area were "especially
vulnerable to exploitation by merchants, landlords, and
employers (Chadwick, pp. 163)." Involved mainly in seasonal
work, urban American Indieins were extremely susceptible to
layoffs. The ramifications of a layoff in the city were much
more serious than those of a layoff while living on the
reservation. With the high cost of living and the unending
stream of bills, a layoff represented an end to one's eibility
to remain in the city. These problems of adjustment to the
new urban setting led to many more problems that in turn
continued to hinder adjustment. In fact, "the visible
segment of the urban Indian population exhibits classical
signs of social disorganization (Margon 1977, pp. 17)."
These signs included problems with the police, school
dropout, alcoholism, job instability, meirital and delinquency
problems, extreme poverty, suicide, auid prostitution. A
decrease in birthrate and an increase in interracial
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marriages also characterized the urban Indian community
(Thornton 1981, pp. 32).
Statistically, however, in terms of monetary gain urban
American Indians were better off compared to their
reservation counterparts. In fact, "in 1970 the median
income for Native American males living in the cities was
over $4,700 as compared to only $2,800 for reservation
residents (Olson 1984, pp. 164)." One has to remember,
however, that the cost of living in cities was much higher
than on reservations so the increase is misleading. In terms
of overall employment, "in 1975 the average unemployment rate
for urban men was 11%, while 40% of reservation Native
American men were out of work (Olson 1984, pp. 164).
Although more American Indians were employed in the
cities, employment did not serve to ameliorate their
situation entirely. Arrest rates for American Indians were
"by far the highest... of any ethnic group (Jensen 1977,
252)," and discrimination was still abundant. The federal
government had hoped to force assimilation on American
Indians by immersing them in mainstream society, "but that
immersion in urban existence may tend to increase individual
motivations to preserve Indian identity (Bee 1977, pp. 84)."
Assimilation has never been an Indian agenda and the
"continued existence of anti-Indian prejudice and
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discrimination suggest that assimilation is far from complete
(Stauss, pp. 238)."
In spite of the governments efforts to get Indieins to
assimilate, Indian identity did not parish but rather it
appeared to evolve into a new entity. A peui-Indian identity
emerged as a result of government abandonment and the
numerous collective problems American Indians were having
adjusting to urban areas.
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Pan^Indianisue
"There seems to be a surge of pan-Indian feelings
that ^ xs resulting in the creation of
institutional means of preserving Indian ways
which will seriously hinder the assimilation
process (Chadwick 1975, 366)."

After years of being involuntarily grouped together by
the federal government while it was trying to solve the
"Indian problem", American Indians began to crate their own
identity. Pan—Indianism is the phenomena that
occurs when an individual American Indian begins to see him
^®^self as an American Indian and acts upon that identity.
Although pan-Indian movements had been around for generations
(the Ghost Dance movement is an example,) it is only when
American Indians moved to the cities that it really took
shape. Indians in the city found that, while they were from
tribal backgrounds, they had a lot more in common
with each other than they did with other minority groups

euid

especially with the white population. Pan-Indianism "was
essentially an urban phenomenon, the creation of individuals
who in the face of the loneliness of the city attempted to
create an Indian community not of residence but of sentiment
(Hertzberg 1971, 302)." Overwhelmed in the city without
their traditional support systems, American Indians came
together not only in an effort to survive but also to
maintain their identity. As a result, "this common image of
Indians helped to create some sense of unity among them
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because it separated them from everyone else (Hirabayashi
1972, pp. 78)." In the urban setting, Americein Indians found
that a tribal identity was not as politically viable as an
American Indian identity. On the reservation a person
received benefits based on their tribal affiliation. In the
big city, however, an individual received benefits based on
their identity within a minority group, namely, the American
Indian minority group. This is not to say that once in the
city all American Indian people relinquished their tribal
identities; very few, if any, did because "tribal background
are too strong for even an Indiein melting pot (Deloria 1969,
pp. 249)." Indians simply added the aspect of pein-Indian
identity to the one they all ready had in order to gain the
benefits associated with being part of a larger group.
With this pan-Indian consciousness came a "political
consciousness which expressed itself in the national
organizations (Spicer 1969, pp. 146)" formed by urban
Indians. The National Congress of American Indians (NCAI),
formed in 1944, was one such group. The NCAI, originally
created as a response to termination, is now considered "a
major watchdog and lobbyist for Indian legislation in
Washington, DC. (Stauss, pp. 254)." At its founding,
membership in the National Congress of American Indians was
open to all American Indians. White people were allowed to
join the Congress but they had to pay higher dues and were
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not allowed to vote (Wax 1971, pp. 146). The fundamental
goals of the National Congress of American Indicuis were to
both protect and improve the rights of American Indians.
Founded in 1961, the National Indiein Youth Council
(NIYC) was also a pan-Indiem political organization. While
the members of the NCAI were mostly middle age adults, the
members of the NIYC were mostly college age students. As a
result;
its [NIYC] high but sometimes cloudy idealism, its
search for identity, its militancy, its ambivalence
toward its elders, its distrust of the values euid bona
fides of American society, and its rather casual
organization, displays many of the cheiracteristics of
contemporary non-Indiein youth movements (Hertzberg 1971,
pp. 293).
It was common for the National Congress and the Youth Council
to be at odds with each other in relation to Indian issues.
Many of the members of the Youth Council felt that much could
be learned from the other minority groups that were
struggling with the same problems. As a result, the Youth
Council was influenced by the Civil Rights Movement as
evidenced by its militant actions. The National Congress was
much more conservative when it came to action; they would
rather lobby for change than protest for it. Other panIndian protest groups were formed during the sixties but they
will be discussed later.
One expression of the pan-Indian movement that has, over
time, attracted a lot of attention is the powwow. For many
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people, powwows are a social gathering, a place where Indians
can reaffirm themselves, their communities, and their
traditions among other Indians. Many times powwows have been
mistaken as religious ceremonies by those who do not
understcind them. Because powwows are pan-Indian in nature
they are not religious and they do not signify any set of
religious practices. Powwows are social events where people
get together to have a good time, sell items, meet with old
friends, and make new ones. By holding pan-Indian events
such as the powwow, American Indians create a solidarity that
is hard to break. They come together to express their
Indianness while, at the same time, they are maintaining
their own tribal identities. As a result;
whether Indians participate in powwows because they
enjoy the arts and sociability, or because they thereby
define themselves to outsiders as being 'Indicuis,' the
fact remains that the spread of this popular culture
represents the emergence among Indians of a common set
of traits, institutions, and symbols (Wax 1971, pp.
151).
Not all Indians attend or participate in powwows due to
powwows pan-Indian nature. Some American Indians do not feel
they need to prove or display their identity to any one.
Others do not associate with the mainly Plains Indian aspects
of the powwow. Some people believe that "problems of
identity are of greater central concern for the more
acculturated, and participation in the powwows is a symbol of
their Indianness (Hirabayashi 1972, pp. 82)." Regardless of
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why Indians participate in powwows, it is obvious that
powwows have emerged as extremely visible proof that a panIndian society exists.
As Indieui people found themselves cQjandoned by the
federal government in leirge unfamilieur urban areas they began
to come together to form new social ties as replacements for
the ones they left behind. As a community, in spirit if not
in location, American Indiems could help each other adjust to
city life without having to assimilate. In solidarity they
had a stronger political voice which they could use to
protect and improve their rights as Indian people. As an
American Indian, "if one cannot be surrounded by members of
his home community, at the least, it is more comfortable to
be associate with Indians of other tribes than with whites
(Ablon in Bahr 1972, pp. 426)." This is not to say that
American Indians who were involved in pan-Indian activities,
and who believed in pan-Indianism, gave up their tribal
identities. They did not. Many used pan-Indianism as an
extension of their tribal identity in order to survive in the
urban arena. In their policy statement, the National Indian
Youth Council expressed their pan-Indianism and their belief
in tribalism when they stated;
we are the products of the poverty, despair, and
discrimination pushed on our people from the outside.
We are the products of chaos. Chaos in our tribes.
Chaos in our personal lives. We are also the products
of a rich and ancient culture which supersedes and makes
bearable any oppressions we are forced to bear. We
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believe that one's basic identity should be with his
tribe. We believe in tribalism, we believe that
tribalism is what has caused us to endure (OBrien 1989,
pp. 86).
American Indians created pan-Indian groups and organizations
to facilitate the urban adaptation process. These
orgeinizations, in turn, laid the groundwork for the panIndian activist movement.
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Activism
"Custer had it coming1"
Red Power1"
"Indians Discovered Americal"
"Remo Sabe means Ronkyl"
(Bahr 1972, pp. 506)

With an increase in pan-Indianism came an increase in
Indian activism. As American Indians came together intertribally they became aware of the issues that faced them all
as Indieins. They also became aware of the political power
they could exert as a group. One Indian protesting alone
meant nothing compared to hundreds protesting together under
the unity of Red Power. The Red Power movement announced "to
white America that after more than a century of silent anger
and hostile passivity, the original American is astir,
seeking new ways of solving the "white problem" (Day in Bahr
1972, pp. 506)." The essence of Red Power was the fight for
the tribal self-determination and self-rule. In other words,
those involved in Red Power activism wanted sovereignty
returned to tribes.
The National Indian Youth Council (NIYC) discussed
earlier in this paper was the "first of the major militant
activist organizations (Cornell 1988, pp. 189)." The college
age members of the Council were much more willing to join in
militant activities than those members of other national
organizations such as the National Congress of Americcin
Indians (NCAI). As early as 1964 the NIYC was staging fish-
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ins in the Pacific Northwest to protest the denial of treaty
rights by the federal government.
Many people have correlated a positive increase in self
image with involvement in militant activities. This seems to
be because "peirticipation in protest seems to carry with it
the identity of one who is struggling to overcome
contemporary and historic injustices (Woods June 1971, pp.
14)." Indian militants are often seen as the "warriors" of
the 21st century. Directly related to that idea is the fact
that meiny of those who were involved in militant activism had
been in the United States military. For those people their
weirtime experience revealed to them the inequities and
injustices in Federal Indian policy, and the need for
political organization to improve the situation facing
the Indian population (Nagel 1993, pp. 216).
Dennis Banks, who had been in the United States Air Force,
was one such man. In 1968 Banks and three other man, Clyde
Bellecourt, Eddie Benton Banai, and George Mitchell founded
the American Indian Movement (AIM) in Minneapolis, Minnesota.
At its conception AIM was not the militant activist group it
is now known as. In fact,
in its first yeeir, AIM'S main concerns were jobs,
housing, and education; in addition, Bellecourt set up a
street patrol to protect Indians from police abuse eind
violence, filming currests and advising those taken into
custody that they did not have to plead guilty, that
they were entitled to an attorney and a jury
(Matthiessen 1983, pp.
36).
Russell Means joined the AIM leadership in 1970 and as time
went on more people joined and AIM offices opened across the
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country. Most of AIM'S supporters were urban Indians and
many traditional Indieuis dismissed "the loud aggressive
AlMers as city Indians with white-man manners who had lost
touch with Indian way (Matthiessen 1983, pp. 39)." For those
who supported AIM, the upside down flag simultaneously
symbolized the despair of the Indieui people and their hope
for a better future. Before long AIM came to be associated
with any and all militant Indian activities, whether they
were associated or not.
In 1969 an organization called "Indians of All Tribes"
occupied Alcatraz Island and what was once considered only
activism was now militancy. The occupiers of Alcatraz did so
on the basis of an old Sioux treaty that stated Indians could
occupy emy eibandoned federal property. Upon occupying the
land, the "Indians of All Tribes" organization issued a
proclamation to the United States. It read as follows;
PROCLAMATION: TO THE GREAT WHITE FATHER AND ALL HIS
PEOPLE
We, the native Americans, reclaim the land known as
Alcatraz Island in the name of all American Indians by
right of discovery....We feel that this so-called
Alcatraz Island is more than suitable for eui Indian
Reservation, as determined by the white man's own
standard. By this we mean that this place resembles
most Indian reservations in that:
1. It is isolated from modern facilities, and without
adequate means of transportation.
2. It has no fresh running water.
3. It has inadequate sanitation facilities.
4. There are no oil or mineral rights.
5. There is no industry, and so unemployment is very
great.
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6. There are no health care facilities.
7. The soil is rocky and unproductive; euid the land
does not support game.
8. There are no educational facilities.
9. The population has always exceeded the land base.
1 0 . The population has always been held as prisoners eind
kept dependent upon others.
Further, it would be fitting and symbolic that ships
from all over the world, entering the Golden Gate, would
first see Indian land, and thus would be reminded of the
true history of this nation. This tiny island would be
a symbol of the great lands once ruled by free and noble
Indians (Matthiessen 1983, pp. 37 - 38).
The obvious facetiousness of this proclamation is not lost on
anyone with a knowledge of Indian-White history and that, in
part, was the intention. Those who occupied Alcatraz did
have a set agenda. They wanted to make a point and gain
awcureness for the problems that plagued American Indians.
They had hoped, as well, to get a cultural center built on
Alcatraz. It was almost two years before all the occupiers
were removed.
Just over a year after the end of the Alcatraz
occupation AIM organized the "Trail of Broken Treaties"
caravan. The caravan's organizers hoped "to generate media
support for self-determination by moving thousands of Native
Americans from the West Coast to Washington, DC, during the
last month of the 1972 presidential election (Olson 1984, pp.
171)." This Cciravan inadvertently led to the infamous
occupation of the BIA building in Washington, DC. This
occupation, which lasted six days, involved the destruction
of government property by both Indians and the federal
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agents. The protesters inside the building gathered emd
destroyed some files. Federal authorities destroyed
government property by attempting to force their way into the
building through the barricades set up by the protestors.
The occupation ended when protesters were guareuiteed immunity
and given money to get home. The Trail of Broken Treaties
and
the strength of such groups as AIM, Indians of All
Tribes, and United Native Americans dramatically
illustrated a new sense of independence and political
aggressiveness, particuleurly among young urban Native
Americans (Olson 1984, pp. 171).
Not all American Indians supported these radical militant
movements and, in fact, the occupation of Alcatraz and the
Trail of Broken Treaties were condemned by both the NCAI and
the NIYC.
One of the most well-publicized militant Indian activist
protests was the Occupation of Wounded Knee in 1973. This
was also the most violent. Poverty, substandard housing and
health care, broken treaties, discrimination, BIA corruption,
and the denial of sovereignty were among the many grievances
of those who occupied Wounded Knee (Josephy in O'Neil 1991,
pp. vii). Although "Russell Means and Dennis Banks vowed to
hold out at Wounded Knee until the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee had reviewed all broken treaties (Olson 1984, pp.
173)," the occupation ended long before that could, or would
happen. After 71 days and at least three deaths (Churchill
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asserts the actual number is unknown,) the occupation at
Wounded Knee was over (Churchill 1994, pp.198).
Wounded Knee was not the last militemt protest but it
was the last one of its size and influence. One reason for
this was the federal government's efforts to undermine and
dismantle the more militant Indian organizations, AIM in
particular. In 1978 one AIM leader noted, "we've been so
busy in court fighting these indictments we've had neither
the time nor the money to do much of anything (Cornell 1988,
pp. 203). The effects of the militant protests had been
felt, however, and many American Indians felt a renewed pride
in their combined identity, tribal and supratribal. In fact,
the occupation of Wounded Knee in 1973 sparked a
national movement to recapture traditions, and hardly a
tribe now exists that does not place a heavy emphasis on
teaching the younger generation lemguage, crafts skills,
tribal histories, and religious ceremonies (Deloria
1981, pp. 148).
A renewed interest in tribal cultures came out of a panIndian movement started by urban Indians.
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P.L. 93-644 and Task Force Bight
"These Indian people have becoae victims o£
a Federal policy - Findings of Task Force Eight
in 1975 (US 6PO 1976, pp. 2)."

On January 4, 1975 Public Law 93-644, the Indian SelfDetermination and Education Assistance Act, was passed. This
Act can be viewed as an attempt by the Federal Government to
reverse the effects of the termination e«id assimilation
policies that had been enforced for over 100 years. The
government admitted it had a unique and binding relationship
with Indian people that, in and of itself, incurred
responsibilities on the part of the government (Butler 1978,
pp. 51). According to P.L. 93-644, the Federal Government
would work toward turning the responsibility of management of
services over to the Indian people. As a result, this Act
reaffirmed Indian self-determination and the right of Indian
people to govern themselves. This Act also "recognized
Indian organizations in urban or rural non-reservation areas
for projects that would promote the goal of economic and
social self-sufficiency (Fiske 1979. pp. 164)." It was
through this Act that many urban Indian centers gained
funding.
Shortly after P.L. 93-644 was passed, the American
Indian Policy Review Commission undertook Task Force Eight
entitled, "Urban and Rural Non-Reservation Indians." This
Task Force was charged with reviewing the issues and concerns
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facing those American Indians who had left the reservation.
It also focussed on those groups that did not have
reservations, such as the tribes in California. The members
of Task Force Eight had three areas of focus:
an examination of the statutes and procedures for
granting Federal recognition and extending services
to Indian communities and individuals
the collection and compilation of data necessary to
understand the extent of Indiein needs which presently
exist or will exist in the near future
an explanation of the feasibility of alternative
elective bodies which could fully represent Indians
at the national level of government to provide
Indiems with maximum peurticipation in policy
formation and program development (US GPO 1976, pp.
1).

At its conclusion, the members of Task Force Eight
submitted a number of findings. They concluded that:
American Indians had failed to "make a desirable transition"
between reservation life and urban life as a result of the
withdrawal of governmental support; that the "indifference
cind

misunderstandings" Indians encountered in the urban areas

added to their inability to make the desired transition; that
the Federal Government must recognize the plight of these
abandoned Indians; that there is a split between reservation
and urban Indians that the government has "exploited and
encouraged for [its] own selfish purposes whenever it suits
them," and that;
the Federal Government must recognize the duality of the
American Indian's citizenship and there must be a
federal recognition of the trust, protection under the
law, and services, the right to which cannot be
terminated on an individual basis without specific
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congressional action against the entire tribe (US GPO
1976, pp. 2).
For all the time and effort the Task Force spent
investigating the problems of urban and non-reservation
Indians, they did not generated any new conclusions.
Although they never explain what a "desired?le transition"
would entail, whether it was a new way of saying
"assimilation" one cannot be sure. It is clear, in any case,
that American Indieins were having difficulty adjusting to
urban areas, a fact that had been documented long before Task
Force Eight was initiated. Realizing or proclaiming that
there was a split between urban and reservation Indians, and
that the government used this to their advantage, was also
something that had been discussed before Task Force Eight.
As for recognizing Indiems' dual citizenship, emd the special
circumstances that went with it, the government had just
discussed that in the Indieui Self-Determination auid Education
Assistance Act (1975). All in all, while Task Force Eight
may have had good intentions, they lacked the cUaility to do
anything more than rewrite the same old problem. This
inability is summed up by the quote at the beginning of this
section. Task Force Eight found that, "these people have
become victims of a Federal policy (US GPO 1976, pp.2)." In
the eyes of many Indian people and those people that know
about Indian history, that is really nothing new. In his
critique of Task Force Eighth, Stauss notes that, "Task Force
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Eight has provided us with some broad direction. Much work
remains, however, to meet the needs of urban euid rural nonreservation Indians (Stauss 1979, pp.98)."
Many Indian people did not wait around, however, for the
government to resolve the problems that plagued their urban
existence. In fact, groups of American Indians were
organizing community centers as early as 1960 in an attempt
to "meet the needs or urban and rural non-reservation
Indians."
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Urban Indian CommmiifcY Centers
Because the conaunity has a need,
we have a job to do.
Because the coaaunity has a choice,
we must be the better choice.
Because the community has sensibilities,
we must be considerate.
Because the community has an urgency,
we must be quick.
Because the community is unique,
we must be flexible.
Because the community lias influence,
we have hope of more clients.
Because of the community
WE exist.
(AICH 1995, pp. 24)

For everyone concerned, Indians and government alike,
things were not going according to the government's plan. In
the mind of the government, although they had successfully
moved a large portion of the Indian population to the cities,
"Indians" and the "Indian problem," still existed. In other
words, they had not been fully assimilated into mainstream
society. Many American Indians, on the other hand, felt they
had been abandoned and, while they may not have always liked
being under the paternal wing of the government, being alone
in large urban areas was not comforting. Upon entering urban
areas
their belief systems were disparaged, adaptive
mechanisms learned on reservations were not functional,
and ... they were deprived of feimily support systems
which in the past helped them through emotional and
social crisis (Hcinson 1980, pp. 3).
As a result, many American Indians began to form new
alliances for support. One of the first places these new
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relationships were formed was in Indian beirs. Almost every
relocation city had an Indian bar, if not a number of them.
Far from being just a place of entertainment, Indian bars
served as a type of community center. Indians could go to
such an establishment and get caught up on community news.
They could meet friends and pass on job information. They
could also meet other members of their tribe and learn what
was happening on their reservation. Basically, American
Indians used these beirs as a gathering place where they could
accomplish all their business, be it social or otherwise.
Indian bars did not remain the focus for long, however,
as Indian community centers began emerging in urban eureas
across the country. Since
there appears to be a strong tendency for many urban
Indians to approach Indian-white relationships from the
posture of historic injustice, and even with the
expectation that 'history will repeat itself (Woods II
July 1971, pp. 55),
American Indicuis began setting up their own community centers
to take care of the needs of their people. Most of these
centers were pan-Indian by necessity, because while many
cities had a lot of Indians, very few had a lot of Indians
from the same tribe. The establishment of pan-Indian
community centers was helped, in no small part, by the
activism movement which brought the 'Indian struggle' into
the spotlight. No longer were problems solely tribal, they
were now supratribal. It seemed logical for Indian groups to
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set up their own support systems since "most Indians prefer
to rely on other Indians for help (Fiske 1979, pp. 162)."
These centers played an important role in aiding American
Indians adjustment to life in the city by providing the
services and support they had left behind on the reservation.
Rather than having to compete for services with other
minority groups, Indians could go to these centers and get
services designed especially for them.
The services a center would offer generally depended on
the amount of funding available to them. Well funded centers
could provide: employment assistance, legal counseling,
housing assistance, health care programs or triage to health
centers, food and clothing banks, etc. Those centers with
less funding would sometimes be reduced to serving as a
temporary mailing address for Indians who were moving to that
cirea.
The Intertribal Friendship House in San Francisco,
California, founded around 1960, was a well funded center.
The activities and services offered by the Intertribal
Friendship House included: dancing and dance classes,
athletics, social gatherings, parties and dinners, and social
welfeire services. These welfare services included: triaging
people out to hospitals, voluntary agencies. Planned
Parenthood, alcoholic clinics, and legal aid among other
things (Hirabayashi 1972, pp. 79). The House also gave out
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emergency supplies of food and clothing and, "occasionally
the police [would] take vagrant Indicm.s to the House rather
than to jail (Hirabayashi 1972, pp. 79)." As a result of the
services it offered, the Intertribal Friendship House took
the place of the federal government as the primary service
organization for Indiams in San Francisco.
The Upper Midwest Indieui Center, founded in 1961,
functioned in the same way for Indians in Minneapolis. The
Upper Midwest Indian Center was created,
first to preserve our culture which we feel is sadly
misunderstood and shuffled aside and, secondly, to form
ourselves as a bridge for people who are coming from the
reservations or from other places who do not know the
agencies and opportunities availeible to them (Woods IV
July 1971, pp. 8 - 9 ) .
The combination of offering a safe haven for Indians and a
place to get services appeared to work well.
Having lost the federal services they had access to on
the reservations, American Indians in urban areas found
themselves in unfamiliar territory, physically as well as
psychologically. Because they had left the reservation
American Indians no longer had their gueuranteed tribal
rights. In leaving, they were "terminated" as Indians and
expected to assimilate into mainstream society. When
assimilation proved to be impossible or unappealing, many
American Indians found themselves disillusioned and
bewildered, not knowing where to turn. Not trusting the
white institutions around them, and unable to manage the
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competition with other minority groups for services offered
by those institutions, urban Indians to began forming their
own community centers. These centers were based on the
specific needs of the Indians in an cirea and were availeible
only to that community. American Indians moving into that
area could use these services to aid in adjustment and to get
acquainted with the local Indian community. Once established
in a community urban Indians could continue to use these
service. In that way, community centers helped American
Indians maintain a separate identity while they adjusted to
urban life without necessarily assimilating within it.
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Anerican Indi«" f?""»amnitv House. HYC
"Protecting the past, nurturing the present, and
planning for the future are the mandates of the
American Indian Community House.
These can only
be accomplished through the efforts of the whole
community.
The American Indian Community House
is moving forward in a traditional
way...remembering our past (AICH 1995, pp. 3)."

The American Indiem Community House (AICH), located in
lower Manhattan, serves between 5, and 8,000 clients each
year. Founded as an educational organization in 1969, AICH
received its first greint for $80,000 a year in 1974 (Fogarty
1995, pp. A-1). By 1975 they had opened their first formal
center and had received an education and training grant.
Their fist art gallery was opened in 1977 and in 1989 the
Community House moved to its present location at 404
Lafayette Street, 2nd Floor. Presently AICH employes over 30
people, most of whom are American Indiem in descent, and has
a number of interns that volunteer their time. They are a
non-profit organization and receive funding from the federal
government, the city, the state, private donations, and
grants. The American Indian Community House offers services
free of charge to all American Indians who live in and around
New York City as well as to those who may be visiting or
planning on moving to New York. The 1990 census reported
that there were around 46,000 American Indians in New York
City's metro area and its surrounding suburbs. Presently it
is estimated that there are around 29,000 American Indians in
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New York City alone. Currently the American Indian Community
House has ten formal programs. They are; the HIV/AIDS
Project, the Health Department, the Alcohol and Slabstance
Abuse Departments, the Job Training gmd Psurtnership Act, the
Gallery and Museum, the Performing Arts Department,
Communications and Information, the Legal Services Project,
Maintenance and Security, and the Women's Wellness Program.
Complete descriptions of each service can be found in the
appendix. The Community House also sponsors numerous
cultural events, luncheons, dinners, presentations, and
produces a Community Bulletin.
During the 1995 fall semester I worked as a volunteer
intern at the AICH in the Communications and Information
Department. I worked for Wayne Martin

eind

Carrese Gullo.

While working at the Community House I gathered information
for this paper. I used the following questions as a basis
for my surveys;
•
•

What do you gain from the community center?
What do you loose by living in an urban area?
- community
- traditional support system
- easy access to traditional ceremonies
- land
• What does the community center have to offer?
- new kind of support system
- 'racist' argument - want to see an Indian
regardless of tribe
- social services that one would get thru a rural
community or family
• Why did you come to the city?
• Were you the first in your family to come?
Do people there stick together by region or tribe or
at all?
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•

How long have
What does the
How important
offers, could

you lived here?
center provide for you?
are the social services this place
they get them elsewhere?

I wanted to ascertain the extent to which the Community
Center created a support system for people who live in the
City. The completed surveys are included in the appendix.
Clients filled out surveys anonymously. I personally
interviewed the staff using a second set of questions.
Because I did not come into direct contact with clients while
working in the Communications euid Information Department, I
relied on staff members to distribute my surveys to their
clients. I did not interview the clients firsthand for a
several reasons. Due to the nature of the Community House,
one of support, I did not want to make any of the clients
feel pressured or uneasy. The client surveys were all
anonymous and the person administering the survey made sure
the client knew it was voluntary and that they did not have
to answer any questions that made them uncomfortable. I also
did not want the clients to be suspicious of my motives
because I am white. I felt uncomfortable playing the
stereotypical white person who enters an Indian community eind
starts to ask questions. Had I been given the opportunity to
work directly with the clients, and get to know them
firsthand, I would have felt more comfortable asking them to
assist me in this project. Since I did not have this direct
contact, I did not feel the clients had the opportunity to
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get to know me nor the purpose of my work. The staff members
who administered my surveys explained to the clients that
these surveys were to be used for my thesis, since I worked
directly with the staff at the American Indian Community
House I felt confident in interviewing them directly. They
were aware I was working in the Community to learn about the
center and that I was not working toward any personal goal
other than my thesis. All together I got eight client and
seven staff surveys. While the total number is small, I
believe it is enough on which to base some conclusions.
Clearly, more surveys would have been beneficial to my
research.
Out of the eight clients that filled out surveys, four
are women and four are men. One of the clients was 19 years
of age, two were between 21 and 25, another two were between
31 and 35, one was between 41 and 45, one was between 51 and
55, and another was between 61 and 65 years of age. I tried
not to give the surveys to anyone who was under 21 because I
wanted people who were living in, or visiting. New York City
of their own accord. Children or young adults may simply be
living at home and too young to make their own choices. The
one 19 year old client came to New York to further her
education so I left this survey in the client pool. The data
indicates there was a wide age spread of those who responded.
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The following tribes were represented: Mohawk (3),
Hualapai, Eskimo, Pima/Papago, Cherokee, and
Cherokee/Catawba.
All of the clients had visited AICH before and most,
five out of the eight, visited several times a week. The
other clients visited once a month, several times a month,
and several times a year respectively. When asked what
services/programs they used they indicated the following;
7
6
5
4
4
3
3
2
2
1

Job Training eind Partnership Act
Health Department
Gallery and Museum
Communications and Information
HIV/AIDS
Alcohol and Substance Abuse
Women's Wellness Program.
Performing Arts Department
Legal Services Project
Mainteneince eind Security

When asked why they visit the Community House for
services, the top three answers were; prefer dealing with
Native American Staff; find the services I need; and provides
community support. A few clients also indicated the
accessibly of the services as a reason for using them and a
few indicated they also used the services because they were
free. One client indicated that she used the services at the
Community House because she had gotten a job through the Job
Training and Partnership Act.
Overall, six out of the eight clients indicated that
they felt the Community House meet their needs. One client
indicated AICH meet her needs somewhat and one indicated that
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the Community House did not meet his needs. When asked if
there were services they would like to see the Community
House offer, five indicated they would like more services and
three did not respond to this question. Those that indicated
there were services they would like to see gave the following
examples; crafts, day care (2), traditional religion,
parenting hood (sic), and more cultural events.
It is clear from this portion of the client responses
the American Indian Community House plays an important role
in their lives. Most visit the Community House several times
a week for services and, in addition, they feel the Community
House provides a sense of community support.
The next portion of the survey was an att^ipt to
understand why the clients had come to live in New York City.
Five out of the eight clients had never lived on a
reservation while the other three had. One client lived at
the St. Regis reservation for 19 years, one lived in the Gila
River Indian Community for 18 and a half years, and one lived
at the Crow Agency for one year. None of the clients
surveyed had been born on a reservation and only two had been
born in New York City. One client had only lived in New York
City for six months, while another one had lived there their
entire life. The other six clients had lived in New York
City an average of thirteen years. Seven of the clients were
not the first from their family to move to New York City,
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while two were. When asked why they moved to New York City,
two clients indicated it was for job/money, two others
indicated it was because of family, and another two indicated
"other" as the reason. For one of the clients, "other" was
specified as meirriage and for another client "other" was
specified as education. Only one client indicated that
having friends in New York City was an incentive to move
there. Six of the clients found that living in New York City
was "OK" while one found it easy and one found it difficult.
When asked how many family members lived in New York City the
number ranged from zero to thirty and when asked to indicate
how many family members also used the services at AICH the
number was zero to twenty.
To get a sense of how traditional the clients were the
next questions focussed on religion and religious practices.
Five clients indicated that they practiced their traditional
religion while two indicated that they combined both their
traditional religion and Christianity. None of the clients
were members of the Native American Church and only one
indicated "other" as his religion. This client did not
specify, however, which religion, if any, he practiced.
Clients then listed the traditional practices they themselves
participated in as: festivals, dances, sweats, powwows,
vision guest, prayer, ceremonies, seasonal ceremonies, and
smudging.
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since one of the original hypotheses of this thesis was
that urban Indians sacrifice a number of traditional aspects
of their culture when living in urban areas, the next
question attempted to ascertain how attached the clients were
to their traditional homelands. The majority of the clients
surveyed visited their traditional homeland infrequently or
seldomly. One client visited four times a year, while
another tried to visit once a year. One client had never
visited his traditional homeland. Ceremonies were the
leading response to why clients visited their homeland.
Following behind ceremonies came family, friends, deaths, and
"other". Births was the reason noted least frequently.
The next questions were used to asses the ease to which
the clients had adjusted to living in the City.
Interestingly many had complaints similar to the ones voiced
by Indians in the relocation programs of the 1950s and 1960s.
Clients listed the advantages to living in New York City as
the following; none, little [few advantages], you can do a
lot of stuff here, work with my people, clubs, a different
crowd of people, leindmarks, accessibility, convenience, and
always stuff to do here. For disadvantages they listed: the
cops, cost of living, the subway, crowds, pollution,
buildings, very expensive, and isolation from earth and land.
When asked who their friends were one client noted that her
friends were both from another tribe and of no tribal
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affiliation. A second client indicated that her friends were
from her tribe and from other tribes. Five of the other
clients checked off "all of the above", indicating that their
friends were from their tribe, from other tribes, and of no
tribal affiliation. One client did not indicate. When asked
if they ever wore traditional dress, four clients marked yes
and four marked no. Six of the clients indicated they
participated in powwows while the other two indicated they
did not.
Although most of the clients had indicated the Community
House provided community support, seven clients indicated
they would like more access to their traditional support
systems. As for other traditional things they would like
more access to, six clients checked ceremonies and land
respectively, and four checked food. While all eight clients
felt it was important to have access to these things, only
two felt the Community House helped give them access. Five
noted that the Community House was only somewhat helpful in
gaining access to these things, and one client indicated AICH
was of no help.
The final question on the clients' survey asked: What
is the single most important characteristic of your Native
American identity? The clients answered as follows:
to know who I am
knowing who I am
just being Native American
survival
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having respect for elders and the earth
• being connected to the universe, the creatures of the
earth, water, sJcy, all life emd spirit.
Two clients did not answer this question.
Clearly, in the minds of the clients, the Community
House is eui importeuit place. They can get the services they
need while interacting with other Indian people. This gives
them a sense of community support in a place where they could
be easily overwhelmed by the disadvantages of living in a
place such as New York City. Most of the clients felt a loss
of their traditional support system and felt the Community
House could only be somewhat helpful in giving them access to
this. This is understandable, however, because the Community
House is a pan-Indian organization and therefore not equipped
to facilitate access to things that are tribally specific.
In order to get the "other side" of the issue, I
interviewed seven staff members of the American Indian
Community House with a second set of surveys. These surveys
focussed on why these people chose to work at the Community
House, what role they felt the House played in the Indian
community, and their own identity as American Indians. Again
they did not have to answer any question they felt
uncomfortable with and I explained to them how the surveys
would be used. Of the seven staff members only six
interviews were entirely completed. The survey of the
seventh staff member is still included, however, because,
although incomplete, it offers good insights. The tribes
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represented by the seven staff members are, Wisconsin Oneida,
Wampanoag, Mohawk (2), Shinnecock (2), and Taino. Thirty one
is the average age of the five men and two women surveyed.
On average the staff members had been working for the
Community House for three years. Thirteen months was the
shoirtest time reported where four years was the longest.
Four of the staff members indicated they had never lived on a
reservation. One said he lived on a reservation part-time
but did not indicate which reservation. Another staff member
had, at one time, lived at the Mashippe reservation. None of
the staff members had been bom on a reservation and only one
was born outside of New York City.
Christianity was indicated as the practiced religion by
two staff members while another two indicated they combined
their traditional religion with Christianity. One staff
member considered himself non-denominational and one
considered himself an atheist with Longhouse principles.
Sweats, wedding eind funeral traditions, meditation, and
smudging were indicated as the traditional practices some
staff members participated in. Three staff members, however,
stated they did not participate in any traditional practices.
Two staff members indicated they visited their traditional
homeland frequently, one visited every weekend and the other
visited monthly. Other staff members indicated that they
rarely or never visited their traditional homeland. Family
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and deaths were listed as the foremost reasons they visited.
Friends, births, emd ceremonies were listed as the next most
common reasons with weddings, illness and powwows coming
next.
The staff members indicated the following as the
advantages to living in New York City:
in touch with almost every other culture so you C2«i
exchange ideas
employment, lots to do and I'm used to the flow
lots of things to do, lots of transportation, lots of
ethnic groups
environment - most accustomed to having grown up
here, access to employment, better employment
diversity in NYC that doesn't exist in some areas.
When asked to list the disadvantages they stated:

•
•
•
•

you can become dislocated from family and friends and
your values might change, it is hard to develop a
network of support, people are transient, have to
work harder here than almost anywhere else in the
world
the City, it is big, noisy, dirty, there is no real
contact with other people, I can't breath
overcrowding, overpopulation, too noisy
overcrowding
ignorance, hatred, ignorance of diverse cultures,
beliefs, sexualities, schools of thought, appearance,
social and economic background, and status.

Most of the staff members indicated their friends were from
the "all of the above" category (from their tribe, other
tribes, and of no tribal affiliation). Two staff members did
indicate that most of their friends are from another tribe.
Four staff members never wear traditional dress and six
participate in powwows.
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When asked why they took this job, whether it was
because of a personal goal or interest, or if it was just a
job, six indicated it was for personal reasons while one
indicated it was for a job. Some of the personal reasons
included: to learn more about native culture and people; to
work with native people; to meet other native people; and to
find a position that wasn't a job and wasn't so much a career
but a lifestyle. Six staff members indicated that working at
the Community House has changed their life in some way. One
staff member indicated that since she had always been really
involved in the Indian community working at the Community
House had not really changed her life. Others noted they had
gained a better sense of community, had learned it was ok to
be who they were, eind that they had learned more about other
native Peoples.
When asked what they felt they could be most proud of as
a Native American survival and pride in culture were two of
the most common answers. There responses were as follows:
• after 500 years of oppression and suppression we have
survived and still are surviving with out cultures
and beliefs
that we have been able to hold on to our cultural
beliefs although its been a tough fight, people think
that Native Americans aren't even around
my heritage overall
• we have really beautiful land just for us
our culture, it is so rich amd diverse, so much to
learn about, so many different tribes and nations to
learn from
• the fact that it is something that can be continued
to learn about (sic), something that never ends
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most proud that we are not all dead and that some
have veered away from pan-Indianism, our cultures eire
distinct and separate and if they blend into one we
loose it.
Most of the staff agreed that they had learned more about
both their own culture and other native groups while working
at the American Indian Community House.
The next question on the survey, "how do you think the
programs and events held by AICH benefit the native American
community in New York City," was answered in the following
ways:
it helps them keep a tie to their culture
a lot of people think Indian were extinct, [AICH]
brings awareness around that we are still here, we
have overcome a lot of stereotypes, [people] always
thought of us as being drunks, long hair, plains,
American Indians come in all shapes and sizes and
hold steady jobs
because we do almost euivthina to benefit native
people culturally and practically
the Community House brings people together, it is
important there is a network of community people
similar to you, who think the same, that come here
and learn things about different things
I think this place is the major vehicle to having a
community in New York City, there would be
communities but there wouldn't be the unity that we
have as a result of the Community House, there
wouldn't be a central focus without it
it gives Native Americans in the City some kind of
contact with themselves, its a haven, they come here
and know that there will be people there like them,
people they can identify with
helps those who are in need of services.
The final question for the staff members was, "do you think
it is difficult to be recognized as a Native American in New
York City?" All seven people said yes. This is partially
because:
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people in NYC don't expect to run into a Native
American/ we are mistaken as black, Hispanic or white
there are so few of us compared to the larger
population
all of us are blended in with a lot of different
nationalities as well
there eire so many people and minorities
stereotypical images, not visible unless dressed
traditionally.
So what does it all mean? Does the Community House act
as a surrogate support system in place of one a traditional
community would have? What do American Indians gain from the
Community House? What traditional aspects of their life have
been sacrificed by living in the City and do those thing
matter? I think the answers to all of those questions and
more can be found in the surveys. Though small in number I
believe they offer an accurate indication of what is going on
in New York City.
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Conclusion
"A Nan without identity • if a man doesn't know
who he is - he might as well be dead."
Margaret Nick - Native girl from Alaska (Bahr
1972, pp. 533).

The conclusion of World War II brought eibout increased
efforts on the part of the federal government to end the
"Indian problem" once an for all. This was partially due to
the fact that
in general, the war precipitated a crisis in Indian
affairs; it had provided employment and income as well
as a broader perspective for many Indians, particularly
younger ones (US GPO 1976, pp. 28).
Faced with an increased sense of American nationalism due to
the outcome of World War II, many policy makers felt it was
time for American Indians to exert their full rights as
citizen. As a result, the government initiated a number of
policies in an attempt to facilitate assimilation of American
Indians in to mainstreaim society. Termination and relocation
were the main agents used by the government during the 1950s
and 1960s. Resulting from these policies was a dreunatic
increase in the number of American Indians living and working
in urban areas. Although not totally adjusted to their new
situations, many Indians did not feel assimilation was the
answer. Faced with the threat of assimilation and the
problems of urban adjustment, many American Indians began to
take matters into their own hands.
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Many used their new urban experiences to create a new,
all encompassing, Indian identity. While they maintained
strong ties to their tribal identities they were also
entering into a new era of Indian identity. Pan-Indianism
became the focus of the urban Indiem experience in the 1960s
and 1970s. Stephen Cornell examined the concept of a panIndian or supratribal "Indian" identity in detail in his
book. The Return of the Native; American Indian Political
Resurgence. According to Cornell, "urbanism and tribalism
are not antithetical (Cornell 1988, pp. 144)," and it is
probable most American Indians construct pein-Indian
identities as extensions of their tribal identities, as the
two are not mutually exclusive. In fact, "it seems evident
that for most Indians supratribalism represents not a
replacement but an enlargement of their identity system
(Cornell 1988, pp. 144)."
This type of adaptation was not a new phenomenon within
American Indian communities. Traditionally many American
Indian communities adopted both different people and ideas
into their own communities and thus adapted and expeuided
their own culture to accommodate. In part it is this ability
to adapt that has enabled American Indietn people to withstand
total assimilation while maintaining their own distinct
cultures. By creating an supratribal identity Americetn
Indian people have, again, adapted to the changing times.
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One of the most important roles of the supratribal
identity is the political role. Supratribalism encibles
American Indian people who live in an urban area to have a
political voice and from this new sense of identity evolved
meuiy Indian organizations and a number of Indian activist
groups. Rather than waiting around for the government to
solve the "Indian problem," American Indians took it upon
themselves to improve and enhance their communities.
Groups like AIM that
came into existence as a direct result of the
termination and relocation programs that diomped
thouseinds of bewildered Indians into the cities,
(Matthiessen 1983, pp.35)
took it upon themselves to bring the "Indian struggle" to the
forefront of public awareness. It was here activist leaders
felt they could get the most accomplished. Other groups like
the National Congress of American Indians choose the more
conservative approach and lobbied the government for change.
In either instance, however, American Indians were demanding
their issues be acknowledged and dealt with. As Vine Deloria
Jr. notes,
urban Indian have become the cutting edge of the new
Indian nationalism. For centuries they have been going
into town and remaining there. Now they are asserting
themselves as a power to be reckoned with (Deloria,
1969, pp. 248).
The creation of urban Indian community center, such as
the American Indian Community House in New York City, was
another step American Indians took in assuming responsibility
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for their own communities. As evidenced by the surveys
collected from AICH the original assumptions made by the
author are valid. Urban living does limit American Indians
access to meiny aspects of their traditional culture. Urban
Indian community centers step in to fill this gap and in
doing so, they create surrogate support systems and a safe
haven for American Indian people. As it has been in the
past, identity is still a big concern for many people today.
Who is an Indian and what does it mean to be Indian are still
questions that are being asked by Indians and non-Indians
alike. Who has the right to decide who is an Indian? The
government? Indian people themselves? Even the pan-Indian
identity is under speculation because historically there was
no such thing as an American Indian ethnic group. Each group
of American Indian had their own culture, their own language
and sacred history. True there were some similarities and
some groups were related but as a whole they did not see
themselves as an ethnic group. Indians have, however, been
grouped together and as a result they have started to think
and act like one.
American Indian community centers work, in part, as
identity centers. When an American Indian goes to a center
it because she/he is an American Indian and this is a place
for her/him. In a way they get a shot of ethnicity when they
go in to a community center. Indians can gather at a
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community center eind not have to worry about proving or
defending who they ar& and, as a result, community centers
are very important. Termination and relocation created the
urb£ui Indian experience and in response Indians created a new
solidarity in pan-Indianism. This new identity when coupled
with tribal identities, will make it much more difficult for
the government to "divide and conquer" the Americem Indian
people.
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The American indian Comrriomty House, inc (AiCH) v/as founded 25 years ago to serve and ass:s:
Native Americans in New York City
Since T959. AICH has grown from a primarily volunteer effort into its present status as a multi-faceiea
social support agency and cultural center with a staff of over 30 AICH serves more than6.000 American
Indians annually and has a current membership which represents more than 75 different tnbes and
nations. Today AICH has expanded to include programs in job training and placement, health
services, alcoholism counseling, substance abuse referral women's wellness information and
netv/orking services, and HIV prevention education, in addition to meeting direct social needs, AICH
sponsors programs in cultural ennchment through a performing arts department and a permanent
Gallery/Museum Together v.-l'.h the people, these vanous programs are the American Indian
Community House
American Indians have been mcvmg to urban areas for over four generations They have come to seek
jobs and to improve the quality of their lives Presently. 65 percent of all Native Americans live in urbar,
areas. In response to the needs of urban Indians, centers like .AICH have developed across the United
States. These centers help their communities cope with continued high unemployment, poor access
to health services, the threat of cultural alienation, and overall lack of affordable housing.
While critical, AICH does not see these difficulties as insurmountable. With creativity and energy, AICH
along with other urban centers, is increasingly able to improve the quality of Native peoples' lives and
aid in the context of cultural reinforcement Despite the demands of the city, the urban Indian still
honors the traditional ways

ABOUT THE PROGRAMS
vHEALTH DEPARTMENT
Referral, Advocacy, Assessment, Education and Prevention.
Director' Anthony Hunter (Shinnecock)
Community Health Representatives: ^
V
Delaware) Lisa Thompson (Choctav/) Marquitta Roberts (Lakota)

John Oreher (Lakota. Moha-.vr

1= Community House Health Representatives (CH.R s) add a personal touch and provide Native Amen-,;
pertise to the various health and social service emergencies that affect our community Their work inclua^
.ealth education, medical and dental referrals, community outreach, and the development of Native Amefic.=jspecific programs
O'.licr programs v/ithin Itie Healtli Depanment include a Menta! Health Program v/riich provides evaluations 3'^
referrals and which recently completed a Mental Health Needs Assessment of the community, the AICH vc..Tneat'e Project (directed by Steve Elrn) which utilizes the strength of Native Ame.'ican youth to provide hea::'
education to the community, a Food and Ciothirig Bank for comnuinity members v/tio need emergency food a-",
clothing and the Adult Day Care Services v./hich includes a daily meal

<fO<f
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IcC: (212)592-0/00 "Pax: (21

•:<ALCOHOL and SUBSTANCE ABUSE DEPARTMENTS
Individual and Group Counseling^ Education. Prevention and Referral.
Alcoholism Coordinator: Verlam While (Mohawk). Substance Abuse Coordinator Nancy Stremme
Cissy Elm (Syracuse. NY)
AlCH provides alcoholism and substance abuse service5.jn both New York City and through a program m Syrcus-";
New York Strongly focused on group couhseling. these programs offer a sense of community support as Na;..people seek to begin and maintain their recovery Spintual and cultural support are integral parts of the programs

•: AICH HIV/AIDS PROJECT
Education, Referral, Outreach and Limited Case Management
Director Curtis Harris (San Carlos Apache). OutreachCoordinator Diana Gubiseh-Ayala (Cherokee/Tame
Program Assistant Karen Soto (Yupik).
In response to the increasing numbers of Native Americans living with HIV and AIDS the Project provide
community prevention education and information, targeted outreach to individuals at nsk and sen-ices to thc5infected. The project offers referrals to drug and alcohol programs, sexually transmitted disease clinics, test s'tes
general health and mental health care facihties and services for gay and lesbian Native people.

•: JOB TRAINING and PARTNERSHIP ACT (JTPA)
Employment and Training
Director LaTanya Hutchins, Employment Development Planners'
Sylvia Lamar-Coion (Wampanoag) Steve Elm (Oneida).

The JTPA Program provides educational services as well as training focused on preparing an indiviual for the ic:
market. Interview skills, resume writing, computer classes, referrals to outside job training facilities, GED ciasses
limited tuition and support for higher education and job placement assistance are among those activities availa!::';
to ail Native Americans who meet the eligibility requirements.

•: GALLERY & MUSEUM
Curator Joanna Osburn-Bigfealher (Weslern Cherokee/Mescalero Apache).
Gallery Staff: Monica Green (Cherokee),
The AlCH Gallery and Museum is the only Indian owned and operated prt gallery in Nev.- York City. It exhibits tifinest contemporary and traditional art, in every media, by both emerging and established Native America.n artis'.:'
The Gallery presents a minimum of five exhibitions each year and presents artists' lectures and forums c
contemporary Indian art and artists In addition, the Gallery sells a wide selection of American Indian crafts a""
jewelry and is host to an annual "Indian Market" crafts fair dunng the month of Dece.mber

••••PERFORIVllNG ARTS DEPARTMENT
Native Americans in the Arts. Badger's Corner, Indian Summer
Coordinator: Jim Cyrus.
•; Perfo.-ming Arts Department coordinates vanous cultural activities such as Nalive Ame.ncans in the
Juding five locally and internationally recognized all-Nalive ensembles: Spidervv-omari Theatre, Pura Fe £ Sor.
-oatiicue las Colorados. the Silvercloud Singers, and the Thunderbird American ind'ar. Dancers. The departn-.er
P'Ovides referrals for Native storytellers, musicians and lecturers, and acta as a booKi.ig agent for traditional a:'
ccniemporary Native actors, dancers, and models. AlCH provides a rehearsal space and technical assistance :
artists In-house performance venues include Badger's Corner, named after the Pueblo legend of the four-leg3=
creature wno led the people from the underground after the great flood an annual NaliveAine.'ican Actors'Showcas
lor wnters. directors, agents, and producers, and "Indian Summer" which, held annually presents performance:
every weekend in June in efforts to provide the community with an oppomunity to see quality a.-id entertaining Nati
performances v/hile v/orking to dispell the stereotypes of Native performing arts

Sticcc. S
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•:-COMMUNICATIONS & INFORMATION;
Community Bulletin, Referrals and Education
Coordinator Wayne Martin (Mohawk).
The main tasks of this department are promoting Native American culture, publishing the AlCH Community Bul!e;;r
four limes each year, and correcting the constant mis-informalion on Indian people. The department maintains Me^
on important issues throughout Indian Country which are available to the public for research/ use. We keep updatelisting of area events, such as pow-wows, performances, and lectures and can help in connecting people v.nappropriate Indian affiliates around the country. Our library of current Indian publications a speaker's bureau r
guide to geneology research, video resources and a recently published bibliography of Native American books a.-f
some of the helpful resources we have available for the mere cost of production
V

LEGAL SERVICES PROJECT:

Legal Assistance, Advocacy, and Referral

joint project with the American Indian Law Alliance, the legal sen/ices project is in its second year of providirr
free legal services to Native Americans. The project assists with ail types of legal matters for Native people m a;
urban environment including housing, crimminal. the Indian child Welfare Act and the Jay Treaty Recently, ih^
Legal Services Project joined with the HIV/AIDS Project to provide specific services for Native Americans living
HIV and AIDS

vlVlAINTENAIMCE and SECURITY

The Maintenance and Security Department works to ensure that Native Americans have a clean, comfortable ann
safe space to access services and enjoy the company of other Native Americans. The department works with a'
departments in coordinating on-site events and is charged v/ith the overall security of the premises.

•: WOMEN'S WELLNESS PROGRAM
Coordinator Sue Seven (Nez Perce).
The Women's Wellness Project is designed to address the socio-cultural barriers to health care for Native women
Utilizing innovative, culturally specific strategies, the Project v/orks to develop a network betv/een AlCH, heaiir.
mstitutions, other front-line providers and Native women in the community. The Project v/ill: provide accessible
satellite screening and health information through mobile units; develop Native educational performance pieces
to sensitize providers to the norms, values and beliefs of Native women including traditional healing and to recri,-'
Native women to prevention services in the community: and hold monthly talking circles for Native women to share
hsalih access concerns and provide feedback on the demonstration project.

Protecting the past, nurturing the present, and planning for the
future are the mandates of the American Indian Community
House. These can only be accomplished through the efforts of the
whole community. The American Indian Community House is
moving forward in a traditional way...remembering our past.
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l.a

Tribe(s):

C-H-^R.C?

Age: 21-25
46-50
Genden

F

• •

26 - 30 __ 31 - 35 _i_ 36- 40

41-43

51-55 _ 56-60

66 - 70

M

61 - 65

T

\

Is this your first visitto the American Indian Community House?
Yes
No ^
If not, how often do you visit?
once a iveek
several times a \veek
once a month
several times a month _>/
once a year
several times a year
What service's do you use: (check all that apply)
HIV/AIDS
t/ Health Department
Alcohol and Substance Abuse
Job Training and Partnership Act
_\/ Gallerj' and Museum
Performing Arts Department
_vf Communications and Information
Legal Services Project
Maintenance and Security
\ ^Women's Wellness Program
Why do you visit the American Indian Community House for
services? (please check all that apply)
prefer dealing with Native American staff
_v/ find services I need
_ur' free
accessible
_j/ provides community support

Overall, do you find the Community House meets your needs?
Yes
No
Somewhat

Are there services you would like to see the Community House
provide?
Yes
No
^
Ifyes, please list:

^

1

Have you ever lived on a reservation?
If yes:
which one

Yes

No

^

how^ long
Were you bom on a reservation?

Ye^V ;

No

^

If you live in New York City please answer the following questions:
a. were you bom here? Yes v/
No
b. how long have you lived here? -Utif
c. are you the first from your family to move here? Yes

No

Why did you move to New York City?
iX family
friends
•'
job/money
other

please specify

Do you find living in New York City:
easy

OK

\x

difficult

How many of your family members live in New York City?

3

How many use services of AICH?
What religion do you practice?
^ traditional Native American
Native American Church

Christianity
other please specif}'

What traditional practices do you participate in?

3ZASO/^/OL

3.a

How often do you visit your traditiohal homeland?

Why do you visit your traditiohalliomeland? (check all that apply)'
family
deaths

friends
births

v/ ceremonies
other please specify ;,

What advantages dp^ou feel there are to living in New York City?

u tTTi-S-

• ••

What do you like least about living in New York City?

Are most of your friends:

from your tribe
from another tribe
of no tribal affiliation
^ all of the above

Do you ever wear traditional dress?

Yes ^

No

^ t^

Do you ever participate in Pow Wows?

Yes

t/*

No

What traditional things would you like to have more access to:
i-^ ceremonies
food
land
t/^traditional support system
Does the Community House help give you access to these things?
Yes
No
Somewhat i/
Do you feel it is important to have access to these things?
Yes
No
Somewhat

What is the single most important characteristic of your Native
American identity? Please explain briefly.
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i,b
1. •

Tribe(s):

2,

Age: 21-25
46-50

3.

Genden

26-30
51-55

31 - 35
56 - 6<yl

36-40
61-65

41-45
66-70

—

4.

Is this your first visit to the American Indian Community House?
Yes
No )(

5.

If not, how often do you visit?

6.

I

once a week

several times a >veek

once a month ^
once a year

several times a month
several times a year

What services do you use: (check all that apply)
HIV/AIDS
Health Department
Alcohol and Substance Abuse
Job Training and Partnership Act
y Gallery and Museum
Performing Arts Department
Communications and Information
Legal Services Project
Maintenance and Security
Women's Wellness Program

7.

Why do you visit the American Indian Community House for
services? (please check all that apply)
prefer dealing with Native American staff
find services I need
free
accessible
provides community support

Overall, do you find the Community House meets your needs?
Yes
No
Somewhat

^

Are there services you would like to see the Community House
provtcU?
Yes /
No

2

Ifyes, please list:

"fjfi/y

,2k7^ /^Tu f

Have you ever lived on a reservation?
Ifyes:

Yes

which one

"""yf

-

how long
Were you bom on a reservation?

Yes'

n
If you live in New York City please answer the following questions:
a. were you born here? Yes
No jn
b. how long have you lived here?
.
c. are you the first from your family to move here? Yes A No
Why did you move to New York City?
family
friends
'
job/money
•

*

other

please specify

Do you find living in New York City:
easy
difficult
How many of your family members live in New York City? _Q_
How many use services of AICH?^
What religion do you practice?
traditional Native American
Native American Church

/ ^S>f
/•

/i\i\ ('
Christianity

other please specify

What traditional practices do you participate in?

'

'
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15.

How often do you visit your traditional homeland?

3.b

16.

Why do you visit your traditional homeland? (check all that apply)
family

friends

^ ceremonies

deaths

births

^ other please specify ;

17.

What advantages do_you feel there are to living in New York City?

18.

What do you like least about living in New York City?

19.

Are most of your friends:

from your tribe
from another tribe
of no tribal affiliation
^ all of the above

20.

Do you ever wear traditional dress?

Yes

No

21.

Do you ever participate in Pow Wows?

22.

What traditional things would you like to have more access to:
y ceremonies

Yes ^

N. _

yT food

Z_ land
traditional support system
23.

Does the Community House help give you access to these things?
Yes
No
Somewhat

24.

Do you ^eel it is important to have access to these things?
Yes
No
Somewhat

25.

What is the single most important characteristic of your Native
American identity? Please explain briefly.

,•
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l-C
1.

Tribe(s):

C - I C e - g - ^! C o ^ : l n

2.

Age: 21 - 25

26 - 30

31-35

36 -40

41-45

46 - 50

51-55

56-60

61-65

66-70
I

3.

Gender.

F

4.

Is this your first A^t to the American Indian Community House?
Yes
No

5.

If not, how often do you visit?
once a week
once a month
once a year

6.

T

''

,

several times a week
several times a month
several times a year

What services do you use: (check all that apply)
HIV/AIDS
Health Department
Alcohol and Substance Abuse
rXL Tob Training and Partnership Act
Gallery and Museum
Performing Arts Department
Communications and Information
Legal Services Project
Maintenance and Security
Women's Wellness Program

7.

Why do you visit the American Indian Community House for
services? (please check all that apply)
^f^refer dealing with Native American staff
"^^find services I need
free
accessible
provides community support

8.

Overall, do you find the Community House meets your needs?
Yeg^^^^
No
Somewhat

^J
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9.

Are there services you would like to see the Community House
provide?
Yes
No
If yes, please list:

10.

Have you ever lived on a reservation?
Ifyes:
which one
how long

11.
12.

Yes

No

/

Were you bom on a reservation?

Yetf

No

If you live in New York City please answer the following questions:
a. were you bom here? Yes
No
b. how long have you lived here?
^ ^
c. are you the first from your family to move here? Yes

No

VVhy did you move to New York City?
family
friends
job/money
other

please specify

Do you find living in New York Citj-:
easy
OK
difficult
How many of your family members live in New York City?
How many use services of AICH?
13.

What religion do you practice?
traditional Native American
Native American Church

14.

Christianity
other please specify

What traditional practices do you participate in?

2 .c
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13.

How often do you visit your traditional homeland?

16.

Why do you visit your traditional homeland? (check all that apply)
5i:^^amily
deaths

17.

friends
births

ceremonies
other please specify ;

What advantages do_you feel there are to living in New York City?

h/j ^
18.

i/f

What do you like least about living in New York City?

C ^nr\-yAs ^
19.

^.c

7

- hui(<^'^1'^^

Are most of your friends:

from your tribe
t^^from another tribe
of no tribal affiliation
all of the above

20.

Do you ever wear traditional dress?

Yes

No

21.

Do you ever participate in Pow Wows?

22.

What traditional things would you like to have more access to:
ceremonies
food

Yes

No

land
rV- traditional support system
23.

Does the Community House help give you access to these things?
Yes
No
Somewhat

24.

Do you feel it is important to have access to these things?
Yescxf
No
Somewhat

25.

What is the single most important characteristic of your Native
American identity? Please explain briefly.

y\A KL/V(/c^\
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l.d
1.

Tribe(s):
Age: 21-25

26-30

31-35

36-40

41-45

46-50

51-55

56-60

61-65

66 - 70

3.

Genden

4.

Is this your first visit-to the American Indian Community House?
Yes
No
V

5.

If not, how often do you visit?
once a week
several times a yreek
once a month
once a year

6.

_J_

M

T

/
v

several times a month
several times a year

What services do you use: (check all that apply)
HIV/AIDS
Health Department
Alcohol and Substance Abuse
v/ Job Training and Partnership Act
Gallery and Museum
V

7.

Performing Arts Department
Communications and Information
Legal Services Project
Maintenance and Security
Women's Wellness Program

Why do you visit the American Indian Community House for
services? (please check all that apply)
prefer dealing with Native American staff
find services I need
free
accessible
provides community support

8.

Overall, do you find the Community House meets your needs?
Yes
No
Somewhat v

^/
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I

9.

Are there services you would like to see the Community House

provid^
Y«c
Yes N/
V

No

Ifyes, please list:

10.

Have you ever lived on a reservation?
Ifyes:

Yes

V

No

No

v

^'wfOT I

which one
how long IP)

ij^as• ^
Ye<"
Ye/

/

11.

Ion?
Were you bom on a reservation?

12.

If you live in New York City please answer the following questions:
a. were you bom here? Yes
No v
b. how long have you lived here? [£
c. are you the first from your family to move here? Yes
^AThy did you move to New York City?
family
friends
^ job/money
\/

other

please specify

No

. ^

cP

Do you find living in New York City:
easy
OK V
difficult
How many of your family members live in New York City?
How many use services of AICH? _fX£llX£^
13.

J

\y>at religion do you practice?
traditional Native American
Native American Church

14.

Christianity
other please specify

What traditional practices do you participate in?

2.d
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13.

How often do you visit your traditional homeland?

16.

Why do you visit your traditional homeland? (check all that apply)
/family
y deaths

17.

friends

3 .d

j/ ceremonies

births

other please specify ;

What advantages do_you feel there ate to living in New York City?

Climbs ,
18.

Orcnocic^

What do you like least about living in New York City?

^ \v.C_
19.

^'

Are most of your friends:

from your tribe
from another tribe
y/ of no tribal affiliation
all of the above

20.

Do you ever wear traditional dress?

Yes

No

21.

Do you ever participate in Pow Wows?

22.

What traditional things would you like to have more access to:
ceremonies
food

Yes

No

// land
N?

traditional support system

23.

Does the Community House help give you access to these things?
Yes
! No v
Somewhat

24.

Do yoiy feel it is important to have access to these things?
Yes ./
No
Somewhat

25.

What is the single most important characteristic of your Native
American identity? Please explain briefly.
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1.

Tribe(s):
21-25
46-50

26 - 30
51 - 55
F

/

41-45
66 - 70

3. .

Gender.

4.

Is this your first visiHo
is^Jta the American Indian Community House?
Yes
No /

5.

If not, how often do you visit?
once a week
once a month
once a year

6.

M

31 - 35 ^ 36 - 40
56-60
61-65
T

•

several times a >veek /
several times a month
several times a year

What services do you use: (check all that apply)

.Zhiv/aids
/^Health Department
AAlcohol and Substance Abuse
L Ipb Training and Partnership Act
/ Gallery and Museum
-

7.

Performing Arts Department
Communications and Information
Legal Services Project
Maintenance and Security
Women's Wellness Program
Why do you visit the American Indian Community House for
sernces? (please check all that apply)
X prefer dealing with Native American staff
/ find services I need
free
^ accessible
provides community support

8.

Overall, do'you find the Community House meets your needs?
Yes
No
Somewhat

^/

Are there services you would like to see the Community House
provide?
Yes
No
If yes, please list:

Have you ever lived on a reservation?
Ifyes:
which one

Yes

No ^

how long
Were you bom on a reservation?

Yeg"

No /

If you live in New York City please answer the following questions:
a. were you born here? Yes
No
b. how long have you lived here?
c. are you the first from your family to move here? Yes

No

Why did you move to New York City?

•family
friends

'

job/money
other

please specify

Do you find living in New York Citj"
easy

OK

/

difficult

How many of your family members live in New York City?
How many use services of AICH?

^

rreligion do you practice?
traditional Native American

Christianity

Native American Church

other please specifj'

What traditional practices do you participate in?
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15.

How often do you visit your traditional homeland?

16.

Why do you visit your traditional homeland? (check all that apply)
family

friends

deaths

births

3 .e

ceremonies
other please specify ;

17.

What advantages dojrou feel there are to living in New York City?

18.

What do you like least about living in New York City?

t"

19.

Are most of your friends:

from your tribe
from another tribe
of-rio tribal affiliation
all of the above

20.

Do you ever wear traditional dress?

Yes

No

21.

Do you ever participate in Pow Wows?

22.

What traditional things would you like to have more access to:
//'ceremonies

Yes

No

/^.food
/yland
/ traditional support system
23.

Does the^ommunity House help give yoii^ccess to these things?
Yes Sfey
No
Somewhat

24.

Do you
Yes

25.

What is the single most important characteristic of your Native
American identity? Please explain briefly.

is important to have access to these things?
No
Somewhat
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1 .f

1.

Tribe(s):

2.

Age: 21-25

26 -30

31 - 35

36-40

41-45

46-50

51 - 55

>6 - 60
i^56

61-65

66-70

3.

Genden

4.

Is this your first visit to ihe American Indian Community House?
Yes
No

5.

6.

F

M

If not, how often do you visit?
once a week

several times a >veek

once a month
once a year

several times a month
several times a year *

"

What services do you use: (check all that apply)
^HIV/AIDS
Health Department
__f'^lcohol and Substance Abuse
Training and Partnership Act
Gallery and Museum
Performing Arts Department
^ Communications and Information
Legal Services Project
^ Maintenance and Security
^ Women's Wellness Program
\Vhy do you visil the American Indian Communitj' House for
services? (please check all that apply)
J^^^^refer dealing with Native American staff
find services 1 need
free
accessible
provides community support

8.

Overall, dp^you find the Community House meets your needs?
Yes ^ V
No
Somewhat

Are there services you would like to see the Community House
provide?
Yes
No
Ifyes, please list:

I

Have you ever lived on a reservation?
Ifyes:
which one
^

^ Yes

No

how long
Were you bom on a reservation?

Yes"

No

If you live in New York City please answer the^llowing questions:
a. were you born here? Yes
No
b. how long have you lived here? /
c. are you the first from your family to mwc here? Yes

No

Why did you move to New York City?
family

__t;^riends
job/money
other

please specify

Do you fii^ living in New York City:
easy

3^ OK

difficult

How many of your family members live in New York City?
How many use services of AlCH?
What religion do you practice?
V traditional Native American
Native American Church

Christianity
other please specify

What traditional practices do you participate in?
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13.

How often do you visit your traditional homeland?

16.

Why do you visit your traditional homeland? (check all that apply)

/family
''deaths

__f^^icnds

3 .f

^'^remonies

*'^rths

%ther please specify:

17.

What
vvkiav advantages wu^vu
do vou ICICA
feel ithere^ to living in New York City?

18.

What do you like least about living in New York City?

19.

Are most of your friends:

from your tribe
from another tribe
of no tribal affiliation
of the above

20.

Do you ever wear traditional dress?

Yes ^

No

21.

Do you ever participate in Pow Wows?

22.

What traditional things would you like to have more access to:
ceremonies
food

Yes

No

,x^land
^^^aditional support system
23.

Does the^ommunity House help give you access to these things?
Yes
No
Somewhat

24.

Do you ^Mt is important to have access to these things?
Yes
No
Somewhat

25.

Wliat is the single most important characteristic of your Native
American identity? Please explain briefly. .
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Lg

M3;£

1.

Tribe(s);

2.

Age: 21-25 s/_

26-30

31-35

36-40

41-45

46 - 50

51 -55

56 - 60

61-65

66-70

v^(

3.

Gender

4.

is this your first vislt^o^e American Indian Community House?
Yes
No '/

5.

If not, how often do you visit?

6.

F

M

T

once a week

several times a >veek \(

once a month
once a year

several times a month
several times a year

/

What services do you use: (check all that apply)
HIV/AIDS
Health Department
Alcohol and Substance Abuse
Job Training and Partnership Act
Gallery and Museum
Performing Arts Department
Communications and Information
Legal Services Project
Maintenance and Security
Women's Wellness Program

7.

Why do you visit the American Indian Community House for
services? (please check all that apply)
prefer dealing with Native American staff
find services I need
free
accessible
provides community support

S.

Overall, do you fintythe Community House meets your needs?
Yes
No ~-J
Somewhat

^/
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9.

2.g

Are there services you would like to see the Community House
provide?
Yes

No

If yes, please list:

10.

Have you ever lived on a reservation?
Ifyes:
which one

Yes

No

how long
11.

Were you bom on a reservation?

Yes"

No

12.

Jfollowing questions:
If you live in New York City please answer the
a. were you .bom here? Yes
No \J
b. how long have you lived here?
c. are you the first from your family to move here? Yes _ No

i_

Why did you move to New York City?
family
- friends
/job/money
\/

other

please specify

Do you find living in/New York City:
easy

OK

difficult

How many of your family members live in New York City?
How many use services of AICH?
13.

What religion do you practice?
traditional Native American
Native American Church

14.

/ Christianity
v

other please specifyi""^—

What traditional practices do you participate in?
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3.g

15.

How often do you visit your traditional homeland?

16.

Why do you visit your traditional homeland? (check all that apply)
family
deaths

friends
births

ceremonies
other please specify ;

17.

What advan^^es d(prou feel there are to living in New York City?

18.

What do you like least about living in New York City?

19.

Are most of your friends:

from your tribe
from another tribe
of no tribal affiliation
all of the above

20.

Do you ever wear traditional dress?

Yes

No

21.

Do you ever participate in Pow Wows?

22.

What traditional things would you like to have more access to:
ceremonies
'food

Yes

No

land
traditional support system
23.

Does the Community House help give yo\i iccess to these things?
Yes
No
Somewhat \/

24.

Do you^el it is important to have access to these things?
Yes

25.

No

Somewhat

Wliat is the single most important characteristic of your Native
American identity? Please explain briefly.

V
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l.h

NVOIvoll-AJlIV

1.

Tribe(s):

I \.OvVa.L>>-l 'V

2.

Age: 21-25

26 - 30

31-35

36-40

41 - 45

46-50

51-55

56-60

61-65

66-70

3.

Genden

F

4.

fs this your first visit to the American Indian Conununity House?
Yes
No ^

5.

If not, how often do you visit?
once a week
several times a week ^
once a month
once a year

6.

M^

T

several times a month
several times a year

What services do you use: (check all that apply)
2^ HIV/AIDS
Health Department
Alcohol and Substance Abuse
xT Job Training and Partnership Act
Gallery and Museum
Performing Arts Department
Communications and Information
Legal Services Project
Maintenance and Security
Women's Wellness Program

7.

Why do you visit the American Indian Community House for
services? (please check all that apply)
X^prefer dealing with Native American staff
y^<r find services I need
free
accessible
W^provides community support

8.

Overall, do you find the Community House meets your needs?
Yes
No
Somewhat

'•

^/
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9.

Are there services you would like to see the Community House
provide?
Yes xr^
No
If yes, please list:

10.

"n2.o>^ c •!->

Have you ever lived on a reservation?
Ifyes:
which one

Yes

No

•

how long
11.

Were you bom on a reservation?

Ye/'

No

12.

If you live in New York City please answer the following questions:
a. were you born here? Yes
No ^
b. how long have you lived here?
^Vtaev'S
c. are you the first from your family to move here? Yes

"

No '-V

Why did you move to New York City?
family
J
friends
'
job/money
/<^ other
please specify
V^gijrv t
Do you find living in New York City:
easy

OK

difficult

How many of your family members live in New York City?
How many use services of AICH?
13.

What religion do you practice?
[
traditional Native Amenean
Native American Church

14.

^

Christianity
other please specify

What traditional practices do you participate in?
-

(Jcsrojo

2 .h

Ill

13.

How often do you visit your traditional homeland?

16.

Why do you-visit your traditional homeland? (check all that apply)
family

friends

deaths

births

^ .h

ceremonies
other please specify ;

'•'U.vy
17.

What advantages do_jou feel there are to living in New York City?

18.

What do you like least about living in New York City?

19.

Are most of your friends:

from your tribe
from another tribe
of no tribal affiliation
3<rall of the above

20.

Do you ever wear traditional dress?

Yes

No

21.

Do you ever participate in Pow Wows?

22.

What traditional things would you like to have more access to:
^ ceremonies
food

Yes

No

land
traditional support system
23.

Does the C<Jmmunity House help give you access to these things?
Yes j/
No
Somewhat

24.

Do you fe^Wfis important to have access to these things?
Yes

25.

No

Somewhat

What is the single most important characteristic of your Native
American identity? Please explain briefly.

/C /,/« o.o
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1.;
1.

Tribc(s):

2.

Gender.

3.

How long have you worked at the American Indian Community
House?

4.

F

M

T

Vy

Did you take this job because of a personal goal or interest or was it just
ajob?
^

A.-

- yeC

j"c»
5.

C ^

Has working at the American Indian Community House changed your
life in any way?

/i-/ 7^-/- Aw.
/i..

.

f~--J
6.

/cc. r/
t L U Iv t-r~c^
It

Wliat, if anything, have you learned about your own Native American
background by working at AICH?
• u,
,4,

/. /-«
J.,

8.

je-*!/

C

its

J..rtc-r..w.j- ..L I'VU

It t ^

How do you think the programs and events held by AICH benefit the
Native American community in New York City?
,

A-

/

>

«•>•«-.V, I

A'l

•/.

/-!,<
tU*
9.

^ir-./_

What do you feel you can be most proud of as a Native American?

AI-J
7.

"'-"i

^ ^ «/•*-'

fv

c;/J. ^
C »/ / /" J

Do you think it is difficult to be recognized as a Native American in
New York City?

/'f/ C

/

C3^\f* .,..,/

k

i\ S"
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No

10.

Have you ever lived on a reservation?
Ifyes:
which one
how long

Yes

11.

Were you born on a reservation?

Yes

No

12.

Were you born in New York City?

Yes /i

No

13.

What religion do you practice?
traditional Native American
Native American Church

14.

Christianity
other please specify

What traditional practices do you participate in?

/[/a
15.

How often do you visit your traditional homeland?

/vj 0
16.

Why do you visit your traditional homeland? (check all that apply)
y family
)(1 friends
ceremonies
deaths

^

births

other please specif}'

17.

What advantages do you feel there are to living in New York City?
f .
_ / _-s AisJ !• < <
i U. h*-".-.! c,'-t p

18.

What do you Hke least about living in New York City?

•'""1
19.

Are most of your friends:

from your tribe
Af

from another tribe
of no tribal affiliation
all of the above

20.

Do you ever wear traditional dress?

Yes

21.

Do you ever participate in Pow Wows?

No )^_

Yes

No
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1-J
1.

Tribe{s):

/^ol\,y^k

2.

Genden

3.

How long have you worked at the American Indian Community

F

M ^

T

House?
4.

Did you take this job because of a personal goal or interest or was it just
a job?

5.

/Lj

^

^

Has working at the American Indian Community House changed your

2/ As,

life in any way?

6.

/*i

A,

What do you feel you can be most proud of as a Native American?

/<•/' /A- /
t-a
7.

/J, m ^
f-l.l

^„^S.

What, if anything, have you learned about your own Native American
background by %vorking at AICH?
^I

8.

i |0 « X

How do you think the programs and events held by AICH benefit the
Native American community in New York City?

^ Ltt./^r
9.

i

/Ifi^ Jctt^

«

^

Do you think it is difficult to be recognized as a Native American in
New York City?

'W » AO

V
/I,,,

cfCo^-/
0 ^ /' k%/^
't

/» r

Ao

/
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10.

Have you ever lived on a reservation?
Ifyes:
which one
how long

No

11.

Were you bom on a reservation?

Yes

No

12.

Were you bom in New York City?

Yes

No

13.

What religion do you practice?

Yes

traditional Native American

Christianity

Native American Church

other please specify

14.

What traditional practices do you participate in?

15.

How often do you visit your traditional homeland?

16.

Why do you visit your traditional homeland? (check all that apply)
family
friends
ceremonies
deaths
births
other please specify

17.

What advantages do you feel there are to living in New York City?

18.

What do you like least about living in New York Cify?

19.

Are most of your friends:

from your tribe
from another tribe
of no tribal affiliation
all of the above

20.

Do you ever %vear traditional dress?

Yes

21.

Do you ever participate in Pow Wows?

No

Yes

No
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^T/iFp
l.K
1.

Tribe(s):

A

k

2.1

2.

Gender.

F JL

M

3.

How long have you worked at the American Indian Community
House?

4.

Did you take this job because of a personal goal or interest or was it just

5.

Has working at the American Indian Community House changed your
life in any way?

/ 4«t.t

•• ^t//" fj"- c/* t~>

^ /o
6.

T

^

^

,

What do you feel you can be most proud of as a Native American?

Co U«'t. i:/ ,s xo ^,^1,
ucW t-o U«-'- "ic.,, Z
L X /o /<
^
7.

j-o

What, if anything, have you learned about your own Native American
background by working at AICH?

"TTI , /
S.

i

oi,,

J

i>»>» i i ^

• • ' • « •

eftio^-,
/-ct/att-l- •tU»/S • — W i
)ct.cp
How do you think the programs and events held by AICH benefit the
Native American community in New York City?

/f /of of />>.opU f-L.^k
yv.--)

wt •/-t rl-ilj

Wt.

ouiz-cooit

fU.-l o'' or
9.

V.,^ pU'-i

Aniric...
c«~t
s U . j t r j • - • I t /T.ef
tioli
Do you think it is difficult to be recognized as a Native American in
New York City?

Ytr ,11
-t — C t , .
TcV

t-r •. iioM

/% cc 1 S t»
C

J. I OJ i .

Ks

r «-»'•*-»\\»t.

kt'-K.

t ^-u (c*o C.O

^ /•> f O

''^Vo

*^

^*•''

Cot

*• 'w*.

A^y C

la^s
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10.

Have you ever lived on a reservation?
Ifyes:
which one
how long

Yes

11.

Were you born on a reser\'ation?

Yes

12.

Were you born in New York City?

Yes

13.

What religion do you practice?
traditional Native American
Native American Church

14.

No

No
V

^

^

No

Christianity
other please specify

What traditional practices do you participate in?

/yvyit.
13.

How often do you visit your traditional homeland?

Ovl.r J-V<.

^

2. J-iMCf

16.

Why do you visit your traditional homeland? (check all that apply)
X family
friends
ceremonies
y deaths
births
other please specify

17.

What advantages do you feel there are to living in New York City?

—idr p o w U.JOW
l»o if

^
f •/" C

18.

fC

What do you like least about living in New York City?
O o I . - I ' O W.

19.

/« /r

. /o Ir o P-

^ /tjc

Are most of your friends;

-loi/Vj _

from your tribe
from another tribe
of no tribal affiliation
_X_ all of the above

20.

Do you ever wear traditional dress?

21.

Do yqu ever participate in Pow Wows?

Yes

No

Yes X-

No

2,/t
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ST/IFF
1./
Va J «. -«f > % a o ««.

1.

Tribe(s):

2.

Genden

3.

How long have you worked at the American Indian Community
House?
3

4.

Did you take this job because of a personal goal or interest or was it just
ajob?

A

3'/

~r-

X

F

Lot/tt
•«

5.

T

«•/ sUfUJ

«-i

f

/"' •

Has working at the American Indian Community House changed your
life in any way?

I
6.

M

^ It't J .

What do you feel you can be most proud of as a Native American?

-T\.i

aWit i-Ct kfclJ
«

7.

il*

^ f

Ic

/

/V,» /tut

up "» '•Vt
^ VTC 1« wn

(>cc-w>ii

at

n^^.

i..1, Y^-"'
», t»u ^ J of-U*/* 1-^, U r J

Cf.-u'- —•'ti-) ^1- -a/cfj)

•—i

How do you think the programs and events held by AICH benefit the
Native American community in New York City? /v^yu^ 4,.
^

a-C cc^UcJ- —.K
^^ ^ Ic.«

Kc
9.

#•(,"»./

What, if anything, have you learned about your own Native American
background by working at AICH? /Z-./^/-j
.

U'p
8.

^

»/

'•lie Ci/.»

••%

Ht-•. ,

4-V^V fW. w.u v.. fc.;.U

T\.

,

l.L

Do you think it is difficult to be recognized as a Native American in
New York City?

Xtj ,

v/ c c / .

^

C. ^

't

•

^4,A.

Va JC.

*./•€

t r -i-*-k t.^

A

,^iv
^J-
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10.

Have you ever lived on a reservation?
Yes y
Ifyes:
which one
/W* j <«> c t
how long

11.

Were you born on a reservation?

Yes

No y

12.

Were you born in New York City?

Yes 2L.

No

13.

What religion do you practice?
y traditional Native American
Native American Church

14.

^ Christianity
other please specify

What traditional practices do you participate in?

^^
15.

2.;

No

J t /70 - ,% /

It J

c. c

How often do you visit your traditional homeland?

•> 7
16.

Why do you visit your traditional homeland? (check all that apply)
/T family
friends
ceremonies
y deaths
Jr births
other please specify

17.

Wliat advantages do you feel there are to living in New York City?

^

-^O

/"Vx

J J-e,

/%.j.
18,

What do you like least about living in New York City?

t
19.

/ Jy ! ^ ^ ^^' 7^ <
U.

^ 'j- C0 * y ^

Are most of your friends:

from your tribe
y from another tribe
of no tribal affiliation
all of the above

20,

Do you ever wear traditional dress?

Yes X

21,

Do you ever participate in Pow Wows?

Yes

No

X

No

c_

'J
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ST A ff

Tribe(s):

2SGender

F

M ^

T

How long have you worked at the American Indian Community
House?

f>.rs

Did you take this job because of a personal goal or interest or was it just

a job?

I
fc

'J
AJi-

O It

•'*1

_•>

Has working at the American Indian Community House changed your
life in any way? Yet -o
p«r/..e/^

.4

-ot k.

m.4

Ic.

AltU c^.. . ..l^,.,t

What do you feel you can be most proud of as a Native American? ^'", "T *• {*

/'^esf
Xq'^C-

-•-. I
a•

J

•

Ofc*^
5,

foost. t

^

/f ^ » n
*1^

O ^

fU~f

Xt^f^akic

^

S^

What, if anything, have you learned about your own Native American
background by working at AICH?
C^t f' l^o
^ —»i
*—' It Cb •%/ ' -I

c j , J •. - , t

^ v , A ,j-_

How do you think the programs and events held by AICH benefit the
Native American community in New York City?

Do you think it is difficult to be recognized as a Native American in
New York City?
/v;.,.

pkyic^ll^
o/

C.* HK»

f

tto-S

f,,Cy I

ittt t

,

«P
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10.

Have you ever lived on a reservation?
Ifyes:

Yes

No

which one
how long

2.
—k.

X

11.

Were you born on a reservation?

Yes

No

12.

Were you born in New York City?

Yes

No JC

13.

What religion do you practice?
traditional Native American
Native American Church

Christianity
other please specify

A* < Alt.i/ ^

t >.%/>•> Is

14.

What traditional practices do you participate in?

15.

How often do you visit your traditional homeland?

16.

Why do you visit your traditional homeland? (check all that apply)
V family
friends
ceremonies
deaths
births
other please specify

17.

What advantages do you feel there are to living in New York City?

18.

What do you like least about living in New York City?

/^'f t,.,l ft, .iw.lop ^
19.

Are most of your friends:

.£ r.pp.,J

from your tribe
from another tribe
of no tribal affiliation
y all of the above

20.

Do you ever wear traditional dress?

21.

Do you ever participate in Po\v Wows?

Yes

No

Yes

No

Tribe(s):
Ay.
Genden

F

MX-

T

How long have you worked at the American Indian Community
House?
Did you take this job because of a personal goal or interest or was it just

ajob?

^

/i" f A

n y a (m,
ojUO

«

„ (•I i

/o^ •

Has working at the American Indian Community House changed your

Yt e

life in any
way?
^
^

O /d

frs

C

c

y

» h

tmj ko

/

r. r. .L

*

fc-'/t. OH

i

C O

««\l

^

What do you feel you can be most proud of as a Native American?

^

SOO

A

c-o <_ /,

J A,/J

What, if anything, have you learned about your own Native American
background by working at AICH?
_/

^4

/C

^

^^

^ ^ t,

S ^f

C V/ ^

^O

How do you think the programs and events held by AICH benefit the
Native American community in New York City?
^ LoJl

I"

of /'k<-

o J £•*.»)(
Do you think it is difficult to be recognized as a Native American in
New York City?

'vcti •t l«.4 pto^'t
Uf4-

/l//* L

H,.

/

Uts

cVfc—

hUv-fJ t,.5
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10.

Have you ever lived on a reservation?
Ifyes:
which one
how long

H.

Were you bom on a reservation?

Yes

12.

Were you born in New York City?

Yes

13.

What religion do you practice?

X

Yes

traditional Native American
X
Native American Church
II < J
^
L«f" I LbUcvc,

No

No ^

X

No

Christianity
other please specify
•. U.
wo ^

/-it.

f—

14.

What traditional practices do you participate in?

15.

How often do you visit your traditional homeland?

^^

(i,,

petj/L ^t
16.

Why do you visit your traditional homeland? (check all that apply)
family
friends
ceremonies
y deaths
births
other please specify

17.

What advantages do you feel there are to living in Neiv York City?
t-

18.

C

<.ttr

What do you like least about living in New York Cify?
^^
^I
of
S «.*»,• ll LllJ^

JcKcoIr '(•

Ckcl.fcC/-

p p

S o c - i n I <- c t o - v o ^ i c U
19.

A

1

Are most of your friends:

from your tribe
from another tribe
of no tribal affiliation

V all of the above
20.

Do you ever wear traditional dress?

21.

Do you ever participate in Pow Wows?

Yes

No

Yes

No
^ o^ c

*S
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s7/^F(^
\'0
1.

Tribe(s):

J " t , t k

2.

Genden

3.

How long have you worked at he American Indian Community

F

y

M

T

House?
4.

Did you take this job because of a personal goal or interest or was it just
ajob? 2:
^
it rci,.,/

Z
5.

^ow

/fm/

^

A

Has working at the American Indian Community House changed your
life in any way? y«r
.t•. /

/A^ »
6.

«

/•4x

A t^

ac

What do you feel you can be most proud of as a Native American?

Ia/C
^

J|
Je

t( ft ^ ^

U*-*.

/.CO/./C
MJ/--.X.

X>^

/»^J

/*r i-«y*

A^c.

AUc

oifi

^4

li\/«

Vsi..

.,1

7.

What, if anything, have you learned about your own Native American
background by working at AlCH?

8.

How do you think the programs and events held by AlCH benefit the
Native American community in New York City?
T1\C. f o-v^^i/Wtult
(XapU

'* * /»»^wv,.»k «'
<c~M

9.

*-* i

Uw.. /o/^ o/r r,o/4..

•»•">

»->i

^ p <J-i>_4-

f'ei/»'' tl-^il-- As *1"", ^0 /•'•>-'« 11,1

/f./--,. WUi^^j

ilCC»~-V

Do you think it is difficult to be recognized as a Native American in
New York City?

,

,

fCJ

J I«I

n

il

it
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10.

Have you ever lived on a reservation?
Ifyes;
which one
how long

Yes

11.

Were you born on a reservation?

Yes

12.

Were you born in New York City?

Yes

13.

What religion do you practice?
traditional Native American
Native American Church

X

No

No
X

^

y

No

Christianity
other please specify

14.

What traditional practices do you participate in?

15.

How often do you visit your traditional homeland?

16.

Why do you visit your traditional homeland? (check all that apply)
^ family
friends
X ceremonies
> deaths
_)i_ births
other please specify

17.

What advantages do you feel there are to living in New York City?

18,

What do you like least about living in New York City?

19,

Are most of your friends:

from your tribe
from another tribe
of no tribal affiliation
y all of the above

20,

Do you ever wear traditional dress?

21,

Do you ever participate in Pow Wows?

Yes _X^

No

Yes X.

No

2.o
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